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WEEKEND
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SAVE THE DATE FOR A FALL WEEKEND AT YOUR ALMA MATER!

• Richmond Spiders vs. Albany Great Danes football game at Robins Stadium
• Sneak peek of the Robins Center renovations
• Homecoming bonfire with Danny Rocco, head football coach
• Pregame tailgate
• Career advising appointments for alumni

V O L U M E
7 6 ,
N U M B E R

Online registration is now open. | For the complete schedule of events and registration, go to alumni.richmond.edu/events/homecoming. | #SpiderHomecoming
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ONE MISTY MORNING Other universities
can have their quads, greens, and
squares. For 99 years, we’ve had our
lake, with its turtles and waterfowl, its
running paths and wooded hills, and
the gorgeous campus reflected in its
ripples. If you would like a print of this
photograph compliments of the UR
Alumni Association, please email your
name, class year, and mailing address
to uraa@richmond.edu.
Photograph by John Henley
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IN VADE RS The boat zips west on the Pamunkey River on one
of those oh-so-perfect summer days. Every few minutes,
Laura Murray, ’15, and biology professor Carrie Wu stop
along the bank, step into thigh-high waders, and sink into
the soft ground. They disappear into the dense, grass-like
phragmites as a biologist with the Department of Conservation and Recreation guides them. They pluck a few leaves,
place them delicately in plastic bags, and climb back aboard.
Invasive phragmites crowd out native phragmites here.
Only a DNA test distinguishes them. Samples aboard, GPS
coordinates noted, the student and professor will return to
campus for the analysis that will guide the DCR’s targeted
removal of these well-disguised invaders.
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J.J. Lankes’ America

An exhibit on campus this fall will showcase the work
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Admit One

In picking her college, Erin Vidlak had many options. So did
Richmond, which had many applicants. In the pas de deux
that is the admission process, what brought them together?
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And Then They Came for Me

In Damascus in 2009, Mimi Hanaoka was an unassuming
academic working on her dissertation. Then the Syrian secret
police knocked on her door.
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This summer, UR Summer Fellowships helped
roughly 300 students take advantage of
research and internship opportunities. Is that
number where we need to be? We’re about
halfway there. We’re simultaneously building
the financial capacity and the institutional
capacity—through connections with our
alumni, parents, and friends—to offer
meaningful summer experiences. The goal is
that every student at Richmond will have the
opportunity for a UR Summer Fellowship at
least once.
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in a river with a UR
Summer Fellow
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We received leadership gifts for a new center
combining admissions, financial aid, and
employer development under one roof. Why
take this approach? It’s our job to help
young people and their families visiting
us see the range of opportunities a Richmond education offers and to help them get
a start building their careers, in whatever
direction those careers might take them.
The message of the new center is that we’re
going to help you think about that from the
time you arrive.

Test of Time
The Candlelight
Ceremony during
Commencement
has taken its
place alongside
three of Richmond’s most
cherished student
traditions:
Proclamation Night
In a candlelit
ceremony, entering
Westhampton
women sign
the Honor Code
pledge and write
letters to their
senior selves;
seniors read the
ones they wrote
three years earlier.
Investiture
Entering Richmond College
students hear
welcoming words
from returning
ones, but signing
the Honor Code
pledge makes it
official: They’re
now Richmond
College men.

SPRING Junior Ring Dance
Formality meets
fun as Westhampton women celebrate academic
accomplishments
and finally form
their class’s W
on the Jefferson
Hotel’s lobby floor.

Memory and Opportunity
Ed Ayers, University president, answers questions on everything from the
sesquicentennial of the Civil War and emancipation to his elevator pitch to high
school students looking at Richmond. In our next issue, we want to ask him
your questions. Email us what you’d like to know at magazine@richmond.edu
by Oct. 30.
We’re midway through the 150th anniversary
commemoration of the Civil War and emancipation. What are we learning? We’re learning
how much we are still searching to understand the long-term consequences of the
war and freedom. People are grateful for
a unified nation, but the limits of freedom
and opportunity that emerged after the war
are still all too apparent.

I love our centennial because it’s such
a hopeful statement about broadening
opportunity. I spend a lot of my time thinking
about the loss and waste of the Civil War, so
it’s refreshing to see our university’s beginnings so full of optimism. It’s a part of the
broader Progressive Movement, the idea that
expert knowledge will create progress and
that women as well as men have a stake in it.

Is this commemoration different than the centennial 50 years ago? It’s entirely different. The
centennial occurred in the heat of the Cold
War, and it was really about the greatness of
our unified nation and not at all about slavery
and emancipation. African-American people
were barely mentioned. By the end of the centennial, nobody was paying too much attention
because it’d just been swamped by the Civil
Rights struggle, a direct consequence of the
delayed promises made 100 years earlier.

Lately, headlines about higher education seem
very focused on student debt. What are your
thoughts when you read such stories? It’s
a legitimate concern. My responsibility is
thinking about where we fit in that story, and
I think that we are doing a remarkably good
job in confronting that challenge. Virtually
every major ranking that considers the debt
of graduating students says the University
of Richmond is one of the best buys in the
nation. Our recent pledge to be accessible
without debt to every Virginia family making
$60,000 or less is a statement about where
our priorities lie.

What themes do you see emerging as you think
about our institution’s upcoming centennial?

What’s your elevator pitch to prospective
students who don’t know much about us? I tell
them, “You can get an education at Richmond that you simply cannot get anywhere
else.” That’s a bold statement. Nowhere else
is the range of areas of study that we offer
taught in the intimate environment we have.
We’re very fortunate in that respect.
What do the first-year students in your class
teach you about the Richmond region?
They’ve shown me how genuinely interesting
the city of Richmond is to people who are
coming here from all over the world. It’s
really heartening.

What’s your favorite annual campus tradition?
The Candlelight Ceremony the evening
before Commencement, when all of the graduating students line the lake with candles.
We have a cappella music sung by students
echoing across the water, and then the
fireworks reflected in the lake. It’s a moment
when the students reflect on what these four
years have meant to them. To me, that gathering around a common landmark suggests
our connection to one another and continuity
with our past. I love it.

Photo ( far right) by Nick Valerdo, ’16, a student in Ayers’ first-year seminar “Touching the Past” in spring 2013
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For the first time in my comfortable
life, I understood the fear and paranoia
that terrorizes the ordinary citizens
subject to the delusional whims and
inscrutable logic of a brutal secret police.

by Mimi Hanaoka

V O L U M E
7 6 ,
N U M B E R

oming | #SpiderHomecoming
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OUR NEW LOOK Please let us know what you
think. Email us at magazine@richmond.edu
or send a letter to Puryear Hall, Suite 200, 28
Westhampton Way, University of Richmond,
VA 23173. Please include your city, state,
and maiden name, if applicable. All letters to
the editor may be edited for clarity or brevity
and should not exceed 200 words. Opinions
expressed here are those of the letter writers,
not necessarily those of the magazine
or this institution.

which was written
about the period
of WWII. The first
page of your article
sounded as though
it was describing
scenes from that
book. I copied the
page and shared it
with the other club
members and the
group leader, all
of whom were very
interested.
When I went to
elementary and
high school, in the
1940s and 1950s,
we were taught that
most of the Africans
who became slaves
were caught by other
tribes in Africa and

know, slavery is far
from abolished, and
I appreciate your
very honest look
at conditions in and
around Richmond.
It is time to embrace all the facts
surrounding this
heinous practice,
to understand it, and
to eliminate it.
—Carolyn Logan
Whitener, W’62
Rocky Mount, N.C.
RESPONSE FROM
MONTI DATTA: Many
thanks for your kind
note; I’m glad you
and your book club
are so interested in
the issue of slavery,

anti-human trafficking
division of the Royal
Thai Police and
that now she works
in Bangkok’s largest
slum community.
Finally, I’m proud
to lead Step Ahead
Integrated Community Development
in Bangkok, and
stand with the poor,
at-risk, and exploited
of Thailand everyday.
—John H. Quinley
Jr., B’79
Bangkok
REGARDING HOLLY
PAYNE’S “AFTER THE
CRASH” [Spring/
Summer 2013]:
Fabulous personal

“The history department rocked.”
—Mary Biittner Simmons, W’83
“Beautiful campus and the best academics!”
—Thea Gergoudis, ’16
“The warmth of the faculty and the park-like
setting coupled with savvy, state-of-the-art
facilities. So many reasons beyond that to
love UR! My heart is there.”
—Emily Sproul Cox, ’99
“Love it, because it loved me.”
—Robert Agaba, ’15
“Generous financial aid and scholarships.”
—Anne Johnson Landry, ’06

“Neither slavery nor
involuntary servitude”

1938

The first Westhampton student
makes an appearance on the cover,
Emily Parker
Kendig, W’38.

1963

Cigarette advertisements, which
have appeared
on the back cover
since the first
issue, disappear,
replaced by other
advertising.

“Dedicated faculty” —Desirée Hall, ’10
“Lifelong friendships ... too many to tag,
but you know who you are!”
—Katherine Hendrix Resch, ’97
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hortly after graduating from
ur, i stopped my car to
give two mountain bikers a
flashlight in Crested Butte,
Colo. i had just been on a
night hike, so it was very
dark and i could barely see the boys
in my rear-view mirror. i pulled over
to see if they needed more light.
When i got out of my car, a drunk
driver struck all three of us.
After the surgeon reattached
pieces of my femur with a titanium
plate and ten screws, i lay in bed
most days for six weeks, while my
broken hip and pelvis stabilized,
wondering whether i’d be able to
walk again. A few months later, after
transfusions, surgeries, and intense
physical therapy, i left the country
with crutches and a brace, determined to fulfill a teaching contract
in southeastern Hungary.
i refused to let the drunk driver
take away my dream. While he
might have taken away my ability to
walk—temporarily, i hoped—there
was no way i would let him significantly alter my future again.
Six months after the accident, on
a bone-chilling January morning
in a Hungarian village, one of my
students knocked on the door with
a rolled up fax from the mayor’s office. i closed the door and sat down
to read a letter signed by the driver,
patrick pash, asking for forgiveness.

it was the most unexpected and unwelcome letter i had ever received.
At that moment, forgiveness had
become the other f-word. it never
felt good to say it. it never felt good
to hear it. And it certainly didn’t feel
like anything i’d ever like to do. Forgiveness seemed to belong to another
group of people who had an uncanny
disposition for kindness. “Spiritual”
people. i was not feeling particularly
generous of spirit in those days. patrick did not deserve my kindness.
i dismissed his request and any
remote possibility of ever responding, then shoved the letter into a
file folder that i did not open for
another 12 years.
Still, patrick’s request for forgiveness haunted me for the next
decade, well into my early 30s. ignoring him only kept me in survival
mode. Anyone who’s been there
understands the tragedy of never being able to experience any sustained
joy because of a choice to stay
stuck in the past. no achievements
could breach the wall i had built to
protect myself. i was angry, and i
wanted patrick to know it. i refused
to reread his letter or acknowledge
any amount of pain that he, too,
must have suffered as a result of the
injuries he inflicted.
i wanted to prove to myself and
others that the driver hadn’t affected
me, that no one needed to worry

about me. i was fine. it was only
broken bones, after all. i remained
positive. i vowed never to be seen as
a victim. i was not prone to pity and
spoke of myself as a survivor, using
the word over and over as if it had
become my new identity.
in those early years, i had fooled
a lot of people who mistook my
positivity as courage when really it
was the opposite. i had yet to know
what true courage meant. Though
i learned to walk again, i had no
idea how i’d ever recover from the
limp in my heart, which i showed
to no one. A fire fed off my anger
and fear, but i silenced my rage by
ignoring patrick pash. This was
moving on, i believed.
But living in denial didn’t do
much for me other than generate
ironic humor. By choosing not to
forgive, i also chose to suffer. The
very pain i wanted patrick to feel i
had inflicted on myself. i couldn’t
see it then, but the more i withheld
my heart by refusing to forgive,
thinking i was causing him to suffer,
the more i only made myself suffer.
The ratio became clear: forgive
more, suffer less. A simple choice
now, but back then, very hard. The
wounds were festering.
if someone had told me the night
of the accident that i would need to
forgive in order to heal myself completely, i would have smiled politely
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TWITTER
“I wanted to ask the girl at 8:15 [at Boatwright] how many espresso shots I could
legally be given but I didn’t want to be
judged.” —@vivianthebee
“Meeting a @urichmond alum in a grocery
store 3,000 miles away makes me a happy
spider #UofR #spiders #happyday”
—@aedwards15

1970

“Great day to be a #Spider RT @GOPLeader:
Congrats to @URichmond President Edward
Ayers for receiving the National Humanities
Medal! #RVA” —@wyattiv
“@wyattiv @urichmond @GOPLeader It’s
ALWAYS a great day to be a Spider! #rva
#exspiderette4ever” —@onthe10brink
“Third year in a row I drafted @urichmond’s
Tim Hightower FIRST in my fantasy football
league. #Spiders” —@GenerraPeck
“Today is the first day of the rest of our lives.
Congrats @urichmond class of 2013!!
#wemadeit” —@erberry18 (on graduation day)
“Put on my ruby reds, clicked my heels, and
yet I’m STILL not back at @urichmond...?
What gives, Dorothy.” —@NotKateWalsh (on
the first day of fall classes)

A Brief History
of Your Alumni
Magazine
The Alumni
Bulletin University
of Richmond
launches. The
second issue
features the first
student on the
cover, an unidentified football
player (likely team
captain Michael
West, R’37).

—13th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

As a young man, assistant professor Monti Datta visited
one of Japan’s most notorious red-light districts on a
dare. He came away shocked and saddened, but in that
experience were seeds he is sowing today as part of a
growing, modern abolitionist movement. During this
150th anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation,
he hears a renewed call to end human bondage, starting
right here in Richmond, Va.

BURNT EDGES
Magazines are living,
breathing things.
For decades, the
back cover and
some interior pages
of this magazine
advertised everything
from cigarettes
to soft drinks, insurance, and the Virginia Electric and Power
Co. This ad appeared
on the back cover
of the January 1938
issue.

1936

“Meeting the love of my life the first week
on campus and marrying him there 10 years
later!” —Kandace Peterson McGuire, ’98

YET ANOTHER
—Wendy Salmon, ’99
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In connection with the “2 in 24 Challenge”
(see page 11), we asked what you love about
Richmond:
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of Richmond
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The magazine’s
founding editor,
Joe Nettles, R’30,
retires from his
editing duties to
build the University’s journalism
program.

1988

Yellow ink adds
color to the
black-and-white
interior pages.
A changing color
begins accenting
each issue.
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The first full
color on interior
pages enlivens
coverage of the
presidential
debate among
George H.W.
Bush, Bill Clinton,
and H. Ross
Perot in the
Robins Center.

Introductions Are in Order
As any new parent will attest, even the best changes can be disorienting.
If this redesign of your alumni magazine has you feeling temporarily off
balance, I hope you agree it’s worth the effort.
This is not the first big change for this publication. For our first 27 years, we ran very
charming cigarette ads on the back cover,
after all. The magazine, not surprisingly, has
had multiple sizes, names, and designs since
it debuted in 1936. In this sense, introducing this publication’s first major redesign
since 2006 and first major editorial overhaul
since 1994 is a very traditional thing to do.
Before I tell you what is new with this
redesign, let me begin with what is not. Our
central purpose remains what it has always
been: to keep you and all alumni and other
stakeholders connected with the University.
We gathered magazine-related opinions and
wish lists from alumni and others throughout
the fall, winter, and spring during informal

sessions on campus, in a meeting with the
UR Alumni Association’s board, and in a
wide-ranging survey. One theme recurred
throughout these conversations: Give us a
magazine that is beautiful to look at and
that offers stories that speak to us about ourselves, our University, and the world at large.
Our privilege and challenge is to do that
while reflecting the unique personality of the
institution itself—namely, its rich collaborative learning culture, the opportunity
students have to forge their own paths, and
the quality and depth of the University of
Richmond experience and community. Even
as the institution has undergone significant
transformation in the last half century, these
qualities have remained at its core.

New departments throughout the magazine
will help us continue to tell this story. To take
just a few examples, Voices will offer a Q&A
with a notable person, Paths will trace the
winding roads that have brought one person
to where they are in life, and UR in RVA will
highlight our connections with the metropolitan region that is our home. Their subjects
might be an alumnus one issue, a Modlin
performer the next, and a faculty member in
the issue that follows. (A remarkable student
inaugurates Voices.)
Richmond alumni are an intelligent and
diverse audience. We want your feedback,
welcome your letters, and encourage you to
drop a dime on a classmate doing something
remarkable we should consider writing about.
Most of all, we ask that you keep reading.

5/2/13 5:13 PM
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For the first time in my comfortable
life, I understood the fear and paranoia
that terrorizes the ordinary citizens
subject to the delusional whims and
inscrutable logic of a brutal secret police.

by Mimi Hanaoka

V O L U M E
7 6 ,
N U M B E R

oming | #SpiderHomecoming

1

OUR NEW LOOK Please let us know what you
think. Email us at magazine@richmond.edu
or send a letter to Puryear Hall, Suite 200, 28
Westhampton Way, University of Richmond,
VA 23173. Please include your city, state,
and maiden name, if applicable. All letters to
the editor may be edited for clarity or brevity
and should not exceed 200 words. Opinions
expressed here are those of the letter writers,
not necessarily those of the magazine
or this institution.

which was written
about the period
of WWII. The first
page of your article
sounded as though
it was describing
scenes from that
book. I copied the
page and shared it
with the other club
members and the
group leader, all
of whom were very
interested.
When I went to
elementary and
high school, in the
1940s and 1950s,
we were taught that
most of the Africans
who became slaves
were caught by other
tribes in Africa and

know, slavery is far
from abolished, and
I appreciate your
very honest look
at conditions in and
around Richmond.
It is time to embrace all the facts
surrounding this
heinous practice,
to understand it, and
to eliminate it.
—Carolyn Logan
Whitener, W’62
Rocky Mount, N.C.
RESPONSE FROM
MONTI DATTA: Many
thanks for your kind
note; I’m glad you
and your book club
are so interested in
the issue of slavery,

anti-human trafficking
division of the Royal
Thai Police and
that now she works
in Bangkok’s largest
slum community.
Finally, I’m proud
to lead Step Ahead
Integrated Community Development
in Bangkok, and
stand with the poor,
at-risk, and exploited
of Thailand everyday.
—John H. Quinley
Jr., B’79
Bangkok
REGARDING HOLLY
PAYNE’S “AFTER THE
CRASH” [Spring/
Summer 2013]:
Fabulous personal

“The history department rocked.”
—Mary Biittner Simmons, W’83
“Beautiful campus and the best academics!”
—Thea Gergoudis, ’16
“The warmth of the faculty and the park-like
setting coupled with savvy, state-of-the-art
facilities. So many reasons beyond that to
love UR! My heart is there.”
—Emily Sproul Cox, ’99
“Love it, because it loved me.”
—Robert Agaba, ’15
“Generous financial aid and scholarships.”
—Anne Johnson Landry, ’06

“Neither slavery nor
involuntary servitude”

1938

The first Westhampton student
makes an appearance on the cover,
Emily Parker
Kendig, W’38.

1963

Cigarette advertisements, which
have appeared
on the back cover
since the first
issue, disappear,
replaced by other
advertising.

“Dedicated faculty” —Desirée Hall, ’10
“Lifelong friendships ... too many to tag,
but you know who you are!”
—Katherine Hendrix Resch, ’97
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hortly after graduating from
ur, i stopped my car to
give two mountain bikers a
flashlight in Crested Butte,
Colo. i had just been on a
night hike, so it was very
dark and i could barely see the boys
in my rear-view mirror. i pulled over
to see if they needed more light.
When i got out of my car, a drunk
driver struck all three of us.
After the surgeon reattached
pieces of my femur with a titanium
plate and ten screws, i lay in bed
most days for six weeks, while my
broken hip and pelvis stabilized,
wondering whether i’d be able to
walk again. A few months later, after
transfusions, surgeries, and intense
physical therapy, i left the country
with crutches and a brace, determined to fulfill a teaching contract
in southeastern Hungary.
i refused to let the drunk driver
take away my dream. While he
might have taken away my ability to
walk—temporarily, i hoped—there
was no way i would let him significantly alter my future again.
Six months after the accident, on
a bone-chilling January morning
in a Hungarian village, one of my
students knocked on the door with
a rolled up fax from the mayor’s office. i closed the door and sat down
to read a letter signed by the driver,
patrick pash, asking for forgiveness.

it was the most unexpected and unwelcome letter i had ever received.
At that moment, forgiveness had
become the other f-word. it never
felt good to say it. it never felt good
to hear it. And it certainly didn’t feel
like anything i’d ever like to do. Forgiveness seemed to belong to another
group of people who had an uncanny
disposition for kindness. “Spiritual”
people. i was not feeling particularly
generous of spirit in those days. patrick did not deserve my kindness.
i dismissed his request and any
remote possibility of ever responding, then shoved the letter into a
file folder that i did not open for
another 12 years.
Still, patrick’s request for forgiveness haunted me for the next
decade, well into my early 30s. ignoring him only kept me in survival
mode. Anyone who’s been there
understands the tragedy of never being able to experience any sustained
joy because of a choice to stay
stuck in the past. no achievements
could breach the wall i had built to
protect myself. i was angry, and i
wanted patrick to know it. i refused
to reread his letter or acknowledge
any amount of pain that he, too,
must have suffered as a result of the
injuries he inflicted.
i wanted to prove to myself and
others that the driver hadn’t affected
me, that no one needed to worry

about me. i was fine. it was only
broken bones, after all. i remained
positive. i vowed never to be seen as
a victim. i was not prone to pity and
spoke of myself as a survivor, using
the word over and over as if it had
become my new identity.
in those early years, i had fooled
a lot of people who mistook my
positivity as courage when really it
was the opposite. i had yet to know
what true courage meant. Though
i learned to walk again, i had no
idea how i’d ever recover from the
limp in my heart, which i showed
to no one. A fire fed off my anger
and fear, but i silenced my rage by
ignoring patrick pash. This was
moving on, i believed.
But living in denial didn’t do
much for me other than generate
ironic humor. By choosing not to
forgive, i also chose to suffer. The
very pain i wanted patrick to feel i
had inflicted on myself. i couldn’t
see it then, but the more i withheld
my heart by refusing to forgive,
thinking i was causing him to suffer,
the more i only made myself suffer.
The ratio became clear: forgive
more, suffer less. A simple choice
now, but back then, very hard. The
wounds were festering.
if someone had told me the night
of the accident that i would need to
forgive in order to heal myself completely, i would have smiled politely
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TWITTER
“I wanted to ask the girl at 8:15 [at Boatwright] how many espresso shots I could
legally be given but I didn’t want to be
judged.” —@vivianthebee
“Meeting a @urichmond alum in a grocery
store 3,000 miles away makes me a happy
spider #UofR #spiders #happyday”
—@aedwards15

1970

“Great day to be a #Spider RT @GOPLeader:
Congrats to @URichmond President Edward
Ayers for receiving the National Humanities
Medal! #RVA” —@wyattiv
“@wyattiv @urichmond @GOPLeader It’s
ALWAYS a great day to be a Spider! #rva
#exspiderette4ever” —@onthe10brink
“Third year in a row I drafted @urichmond’s
Tim Hightower FIRST in my fantasy football
league. #Spiders” —@GenerraPeck
“Today is the first day of the rest of our lives.
Congrats @urichmond class of 2013!!
#wemadeit” —@erberry18 (on graduation day)
“Put on my ruby reds, clicked my heels, and
yet I’m STILL not back at @urichmond...?
What gives, Dorothy.” —@NotKateWalsh (on
the first day of fall classes)

A Brief History
of Your Alumni
Magazine
The Alumni
Bulletin University
of Richmond
launches. The
second issue
features the first
student on the
cover, an unidentified football
player (likely team
captain Michael
West, R’37).

—13th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

As a young man, assistant professor Monti Datta visited
one of Japan’s most notorious red-light districts on a
dare. He came away shocked and saddened, but in that
experience were seeds he is sowing today as part of a
growing, modern abolitionist movement. During this
150th anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation,
he hears a renewed call to end human bondage, starting
right here in Richmond, Va.

BURNT EDGES
Magazines are living,
breathing things.
For decades, the
back cover and
some interior pages
of this magazine
advertised everything
from cigarettes
to soft drinks, insurance, and the Virginia Electric and Power
Co. This ad appeared
on the back cover
of the January 1938
issue.

1936

“Meeting the love of my life the first week
on campus and marrying him there 10 years
later!” —Kandace Peterson McGuire, ’98

YET ANOTHER
—Wendy Salmon, ’99
REASON I’M PROUD
Brookline, Mass.
Non-Profit Org.
U.S. Postage
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In connection with the “2 in 24 Challenge”
(see page 11), we asked what you love about
Richmond:
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The magazine’s
founding editor,
Joe Nettles, R’30,
retires from his
editing duties to
build the University’s journalism
program.

1988

Yellow ink adds
color to the
black-and-white
interior pages.
A changing color
begins accenting
each issue.

1992

The first full
color on interior
pages enlivens
coverage of the
presidential
debate among
George H.W.
Bush, Bill Clinton,
and H. Ross
Perot in the
Robins Center.

Introductions Are in Order
As any new parent will attest, even the best changes can be disorienting.
If this redesign of your alumni magazine has you feeling temporarily off
balance, I hope you agree it’s worth the effort.
This is not the first big change for this publication. For our first 27 years, we ran very
charming cigarette ads on the back cover,
after all. The magazine, not surprisingly, has
had multiple sizes, names, and designs since
it debuted in 1936. In this sense, introducing this publication’s first major redesign
since 2006 and first major editorial overhaul
since 1994 is a very traditional thing to do.
Before I tell you what is new with this
redesign, let me begin with what is not. Our
central purpose remains what it has always
been: to keep you and all alumni and other
stakeholders connected with the University.
We gathered magazine-related opinions and
wish lists from alumni and others throughout
the fall, winter, and spring during informal

sessions on campus, in a meeting with the
UR Alumni Association’s board, and in a
wide-ranging survey. One theme recurred
throughout these conversations: Give us a
magazine that is beautiful to look at and
that offers stories that speak to us about ourselves, our University, and the world at large.
Our privilege and challenge is to do that
while reflecting the unique personality of the
institution itself—namely, its rich collaborative learning culture, the opportunity
students have to forge their own paths, and
the quality and depth of the University of
Richmond experience and community. Even
as the institution has undergone significant
transformation in the last half century, these
qualities have remained at its core.

New departments throughout the magazine
will help us continue to tell this story. To take
just a few examples, Voices will offer a Q&A
with a notable person, Paths will trace the
winding roads that have brought one person
to where they are in life, and UR in RVA will
highlight our connections with the metropolitan region that is our home. Their subjects
might be an alumnus one issue, a Modlin
performer the next, and a faculty member in
the issue that follows. (A remarkable student
inaugurates Voices.)
Richmond alumni are an intelligent and
diverse audience. We want your feedback,
welcome your letters, and encourage you to
drop a dime on a classmate doing something
remarkable we should consider writing about.
Most of all, we ask that you keep reading.

5/2/13 5:13 PM
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CAMPUS

LEADERSHIP

University of Richmond’s board of
trustees elected five
new members who
represent a range
of strong ties to the
University.

CASEY
TEMPLETON

IN WEINSTEIN HALL
How maps shape the world we see

on map-making as an instrument of
power and politics during the Cold War.
“Cartography wasn’t only about trying to project America’s image, but
seeing what our interests are around the
world,” he said. “To see that spatially
laid out in front of you is a pretty powerful thing.”
Barney’s approach, treating mapmaking as visual rhetoric with messages
and persuasive effects, caught attention
outside geography circles, so much that
his dissertation received awards from
the National Communication Association and the American Society for
the History of Rhetoric. He spent the
summer revising the manuscript into
his first book, for University of North
Carolina Press.
The variety of cartography-related
scholars on campus—from the geography
department to the Digital Scholarship
Lab—is evidence that maps are being
studied across disciplines. “There is this
sense right now to think spatially about
history,” Barney says.

UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND MAGAZINE

A National Honor
Ed Ayers, a historian of 19th-century
America, received the 2012 National
Humanities Medal from President
Barack Obama in a July 10 East Room
ceremony at the White House.
Ayers was recognized for making
American history widely accessible
across audiences, vehicles, and media—
ranging from his prize-winning teaching
and books, to his nationally syndicated
public radio program “BackStory,” to
his convening of national and regional
conversations about important aspects
of the country’s shared history. Ayers’
pioneering work in the digital humanities, including his collaboration with
UR’s Digital Scholarship Lab, has produced innovative works that change the
way people perceive history.
The reach of this work is evident
in the numbers. Ayers has taught
thousands of students and written or
co-edited 12 books. The radio show
is broadcast weekly on 34 stations
around the country and has been

downloaded more than two million
times through podcasts. An event he
chaired, “America on the Eve of Civil
War,” brought more than 2,000 people
to campus to examine the political,
social, and economic climates leading to the outbreak of war. He chose
the readings and discussion topics for
a series sponsored by the American
Library Association, “Let’s Talk About
It: Making Sense of the Civil War,”
which has reached some 20,000 participants at more than 1,000 library
events across the country.
“The University and the board are
enormously proud of Ed’s strong
record of scholarship, teaching, and
innovation in the humanities,” said
Charles A. Ledsinger Jr., rector of the
University’s board of trustees. “This
record obviously played a central role
in the board’s selection of him as Richmond’s president, as he embodies the
academic excellence that characterizes
the University.”

FROM ONE PRESIDENT
TO ANOTHER
The nation’s president presented
the National Humanities Medal
to Richmond’s president.

KENNEDY

8

PRESERVING PARKS The National Capital
Region of the National Park Service
named Todd Lookingbill, assistant professor of geography, the environment,
and biology, its Natural Resources
Researcher of the Year. Lookingbill’s
research has focused particularly on
challenges facing battlefields and other
mixed-use national parks, including
human development, a changing climate, and invasive species. The agency
said Lookingbill is “an invaluable scientific expert to our parks and regional
staff ” whose work has increased understanding of the importance of small
urban parks and their influence on the
larger landscape.

A variety of projects in Richmond’s Digital
Scholarship Lab are making primary sources
and other historical data available and accessible to much wider audiences than ever before.

HUMANITIES

HOUSE/CHUCK

GOLDEN Richmond’s teacher preparation programs are making a mark. Goochland County Public Schools named Erin
Yearout-Patton, GC’12, its Teacher of the Year. Henrico
County Public Schools chose two Richmond graduates for
its top district-wide teacher honors: Taylor Snow, GC’12, was
Teacher of the Year and Alexandra Mendez-Zfass, GC’12,
was New Teacher of the Year.

HABITAT

FOOD FIGHT
Virginia’s Legal Food
Frenzy has raised
the equivalent of
more than 10 million
pounds of food for
Virginia’s food banks
in its seven years.

WHITE

TEACHING

The board also
elected ALLISON
P. WEINSTEIN of
Richmond as vice
rector. She served
on the board from
2001–09 and
returned in 2010.

Clicking Through
History

CONGRESS

Self-described “map nerd” Tim Barney
has a knack for the art of the telling
anecdote.
Take his example of Thomas Hughes,
Director of Intelligence at the U.S. State
Department, whose duties included
overseeing the obscure but critical
office of the geographer. Hughes spoke
in 1965 at Hamilton College about his
department’s workload in a rapidly
decolonizing, unstable world: “Already
this week we have corporately encompassed about 120 old nations, discovered two new ones, estimated three
elections, cast bets on the composition
of two cabinets, fretted over one unilateral declaration of independence
and another mutiny, noted the decline
of two emerging forces and the resurgence of one old established force, and
discounted three abortive plots erroneously attributed to the CIA.”
The tale—one imagines Hughes
gasping for breath by the end of his sentence—is one of many that appear in
the Richmond professor’s dissertation

SUSAN GUNN
QUISENBERRY,
W’65, of Richmond
is a former president
of the University

S.D. ROBERTS
MOORE, L’61,
of Roanoke, Va. is
a past member of
the board and the
School of Law’s
dean’s council.

AN APPEAL AGAINST HUNGER “Over 912,790 [Virginians] do not
know from where their next meal will come,” reports
the Federation of Virginia Food Banks. More than four
in 10 of its beneficiaries are children, and food assistance
requests are rising.
For seven years, Virginia’s attorney general has spearheaded the Legal Food Frenzy, an effort by Virginia’s legal
community to make a dent in this immense need. A perennially strong contributor has been Richmond Law, which
again took home the Attorney General’s Cup, the top prize
among law schools, with more than 18,000 pounds donated.

OF

The Map Nerd

MICHAEL SEGAL
of Pacific Palisades,
Calif., is the parent
of a current Richmond student.

GREGORY S.
ROGOWSKI, GB’91,
of Chattanooga,
Tenn., is a member
of the University’s
national campaign
committee.

SCHOLARSHIP

LIBRARY

THE WORLD
IS ROUND
Among the cartographers making
an appearance in
Barney’s dissertation
is Richard Edes Harrison, who wrote in
the early 1940s that
mapping “is really
about the skin of a
spherical object and
man’s painful efforts
to take the hide off the
sphere and spread
it flat. … When the
attempt is made
to show the entire
surface of the globe
on one sheet of paper,
the cartographer’s
dilemma is completely revealed. It is
like trying to wrap a
grapefruit without
wrinkling the paper,
or like commissioning
a portrait painter to
do a head showing not
only the face but the
sides, back and top
simultaneously.”

LOUIS W.
MOELCHERT JR.
of Richmond is the
University’s former
vice president
for business and
finance, former
president of Spider
Management Company, and the parent
of two alumni.

of Richmond Alumni
Association and
former vice rector
of the board.

ACTION

NATIONAL
COVERAGE
The award generated
more than 130 press
mentions in media
across the country.
External traffic to
president.richmond.
edu spiked more than
80 percent, and three
posts on the University’s Facebook page
drew more than 500
“likes” and 90 “shares.”
Bipartisan support
surfaced in tweets
from Rep. Eric Cantor
(R), Sen. Tim Kaine
(D), and Sen. Mark
Warner (D). UR
Alumni Association
President Gayle
Goodson Butler, W’73,
tweeted “Pretty cool.”
Vivian Barnes,’16,
tweeted as only
a student can: “Just
casually watching
the President present
National Humanities
Medal to President
Ayers! #proudtobeaSpider.”

VISUALIZING EMANCIPATION, an interactive
map of the intersections between federal
policies, armies in the field, and the actions
of enslaved men and women on countless
farms and city blocks, revealing patterns
in the collapse of Southern slavery.

MINING THE DISPATCH, which uses a computational technique called topic modeling
to reveal changing patterns in the news
coverage of the Richmond Daily Dispatch
during the Civil War.
The DSL’s most recent project—to be released
this fall—is a digital edition of Charles O. Paullin’s
landmark 1932 Atlas of the Historical Geography
of the United States. The edition of Paullin’s
atlas is a prelude to the multiyear development
of a new digital atlas of American history, a
project supported by a $750,000 grant from
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.
2013 AUTUMN
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trustees elected five
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represent a range
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CASEY
TEMPLETON

IN WEINSTEIN HALL
How maps shape the world we see

on map-making as an instrument of
power and politics during the Cold War.
“Cartography wasn’t only about trying to project America’s image, but
seeing what our interests are around the
world,” he said. “To see that spatially
laid out in front of you is a pretty powerful thing.”
Barney’s approach, treating mapmaking as visual rhetoric with messages
and persuasive effects, caught attention
outside geography circles, so much that
his dissertation received awards from
the National Communication Association and the American Society for
the History of Rhetoric. He spent the
summer revising the manuscript into
his first book, for University of North
Carolina Press.
The variety of cartography-related
scholars on campus—from the geography
department to the Digital Scholarship
Lab—is evidence that maps are being
studied across disciplines. “There is this
sense right now to think spatially about
history,” Barney says.
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A National Honor
Ed Ayers, a historian of 19th-century
America, received the 2012 National
Humanities Medal from President
Barack Obama in a July 10 East Room
ceremony at the White House.
Ayers was recognized for making
American history widely accessible
across audiences, vehicles, and media—
ranging from his prize-winning teaching
and books, to his nationally syndicated
public radio program “BackStory,” to
his convening of national and regional
conversations about important aspects
of the country’s shared history. Ayers’
pioneering work in the digital humanities, including his collaboration with
UR’s Digital Scholarship Lab, has produced innovative works that change the
way people perceive history.
The reach of this work is evident
in the numbers. Ayers has taught
thousands of students and written or
co-edited 12 books. The radio show
is broadcast weekly on 34 stations
around the country and has been

downloaded more than two million
times through podcasts. An event he
chaired, “America on the Eve of Civil
War,” brought more than 2,000 people
to campus to examine the political,
social, and economic climates leading to the outbreak of war. He chose
the readings and discussion topics for
a series sponsored by the American
Library Association, “Let’s Talk About
It: Making Sense of the Civil War,”
which has reached some 20,000 participants at more than 1,000 library
events across the country.
“The University and the board are
enormously proud of Ed’s strong
record of scholarship, teaching, and
innovation in the humanities,” said
Charles A. Ledsinger Jr., rector of the
University’s board of trustees. “This
record obviously played a central role
in the board’s selection of him as Richmond’s president, as he embodies the
academic excellence that characterizes
the University.”

FROM ONE PRESIDENT
TO ANOTHER
The nation’s president presented
the National Humanities Medal
to Richmond’s president.

KENNEDY
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PRESERVING PARKS The National Capital
Region of the National Park Service
named Todd Lookingbill, assistant professor of geography, the environment,
and biology, its Natural Resources
Researcher of the Year. Lookingbill’s
research has focused particularly on
challenges facing battlefields and other
mixed-use national parks, including
human development, a changing climate, and invasive species. The agency
said Lookingbill is “an invaluable scientific expert to our parks and regional
staff ” whose work has increased understanding of the importance of small
urban parks and their influence on the
larger landscape.

A variety of projects in Richmond’s Digital
Scholarship Lab are making primary sources
and other historical data available and accessible to much wider audiences than ever before.

HUMANITIES

HOUSE/CHUCK

GOLDEN Richmond’s teacher preparation programs are making a mark. Goochland County Public Schools named Erin
Yearout-Patton, GC’12, its Teacher of the Year. Henrico
County Public Schools chose two Richmond graduates for
its top district-wide teacher honors: Taylor Snow, GC’12, was
Teacher of the Year and Alexandra Mendez-Zfass, GC’12,
was New Teacher of the Year.

HABITAT

FOOD FIGHT
Virginia’s Legal Food
Frenzy has raised
the equivalent of
more than 10 million
pounds of food for
Virginia’s food banks
in its seven years.

WHITE

TEACHING

The board also
elected ALLISON
P. WEINSTEIN of
Richmond as vice
rector. She served
on the board from
2001–09 and
returned in 2010.

Clicking Through
History

CONGRESS

Self-described “map nerd” Tim Barney
has a knack for the art of the telling
anecdote.
Take his example of Thomas Hughes,
Director of Intelligence at the U.S. State
Department, whose duties included
overseeing the obscure but critical
office of the geographer. Hughes spoke
in 1965 at Hamilton College about his
department’s workload in a rapidly
decolonizing, unstable world: “Already
this week we have corporately encompassed about 120 old nations, discovered two new ones, estimated three
elections, cast bets on the composition
of two cabinets, fretted over one unilateral declaration of independence
and another mutiny, noted the decline
of two emerging forces and the resurgence of one old established force, and
discounted three abortive plots erroneously attributed to the CIA.”
The tale—one imagines Hughes
gasping for breath by the end of his sentence—is one of many that appear in
the Richmond professor’s dissertation

SUSAN GUNN
QUISENBERRY,
W’65, of Richmond
is a former president
of the University

S.D. ROBERTS
MOORE, L’61,
of Roanoke, Va. is
a past member of
the board and the
School of Law’s
dean’s council.

AN APPEAL AGAINST HUNGER “Over 912,790 [Virginians] do not
know from where their next meal will come,” reports
the Federation of Virginia Food Banks. More than four
in 10 of its beneficiaries are children, and food assistance
requests are rising.
For seven years, Virginia’s attorney general has spearheaded the Legal Food Frenzy, an effort by Virginia’s legal
community to make a dent in this immense need. A perennially strong contributor has been Richmond Law, which
again took home the Attorney General’s Cup, the top prize
among law schools, with more than 18,000 pounds donated.

OF

The Map Nerd

MICHAEL SEGAL
of Pacific Palisades,
Calif., is the parent
of a current Richmond student.

GREGORY S.
ROGOWSKI, GB’91,
of Chattanooga,
Tenn., is a member
of the University’s
national campaign
committee.

SCHOLARSHIP

LIBRARY

THE WORLD
IS ROUND
Among the cartographers making
an appearance in
Barney’s dissertation
is Richard Edes Harrison, who wrote in
the early 1940s that
mapping “is really
about the skin of a
spherical object and
man’s painful efforts
to take the hide off the
sphere and spread
it flat. … When the
attempt is made
to show the entire
surface of the globe
on one sheet of paper,
the cartographer’s
dilemma is completely revealed. It is
like trying to wrap a
grapefruit without
wrinkling the paper,
or like commissioning
a portrait painter to
do a head showing not
only the face but the
sides, back and top
simultaneously.”

LOUIS W.
MOELCHERT JR.
of Richmond is the
University’s former
vice president
for business and
finance, former
president of Spider
Management Company, and the parent
of two alumni.

of Richmond Alumni
Association and
former vice rector
of the board.

ACTION

NATIONAL
COVERAGE
The award generated
more than 130 press
mentions in media
across the country.
External traffic to
president.richmond.
edu spiked more than
80 percent, and three
posts on the University’s Facebook page
drew more than 500
“likes” and 90 “shares.”
Bipartisan support
surfaced in tweets
from Rep. Eric Cantor
(R), Sen. Tim Kaine
(D), and Sen. Mark
Warner (D). UR
Alumni Association
President Gayle
Goodson Butler, W’73,
tweeted “Pretty cool.”
Vivian Barnes,’16,
tweeted as only
a student can: “Just
casually watching
the President present
National Humanities
Medal to President
Ayers! #proudtobeaSpider.”

VISUALIZING EMANCIPATION, an interactive
map of the intersections between federal
policies, armies in the field, and the actions
of enslaved men and women on countless
farms and city blocks, revealing patterns
in the collapse of Southern slavery.

MINING THE DISPATCH, which uses a computational technique called topic modeling
to reveal changing patterns in the news
coverage of the Richmond Daily Dispatch
during the Civil War.
The DSL’s most recent project—to be released
this fall—is a digital edition of Charles O. Paullin’s
landmark 1932 Atlas of the Historical Geography
of the United States. The edition of Paullin’s
atlas is a prelude to the multiyear development
of a new digital atlas of American history, a
project supported by a $750,000 grant from
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.
2013 AUTUMN
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VOICES

Is this the trajectory
you saw yourself
on when you enrolled
at Richmond?
The political science
department drew
me here, and Dr.
Long steered me
toward an interest
in international
relations for graduate school and
a career in government. Dr. [Dan]
Palazzolo contacted
me last year to
suggest I apply for
the Truman. I will
never be able to
thank them and the
political science
department enough
for all they’ve
given me.

10

T H E P U B L I C S E R VA N T This spring, Kate
Lawrenz, ’14, became Richmond’s eighth
Truman Scholar, a federal program and living
memorial to Harry S. Truman that supports
future public servants with outstanding
potential. Past recipients include Susan Rice,
George Stephanopoulos, and Janet Napolitano.

Our common love
of public service is
such a unique bond.
None of us is in it for
money or fame but
because we all want
to make a difference.

What does it mean
to be named a Truman
scholar?
I’m still in awe that
this has happened.
It’s such a boost of
confidence to know
this network [of fellow
Truman Scholars]
is there to mentor

How did you deal
with the intensive
selection process?
It became my life.
There are 14 short
essay questions
on the application,
and I spent hours
refining what I wanted
to say and why.

and support me as
I pursue a career
in international
security.
As you’re learning
more about the other
Truman Scholars in
your cohort, what
stands out?

UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND MAGAZINE

It can be so difficult
to articulate it in
writing. I also had
the opportunity
to talk to faculty
throughout the
University to prepare
for the interviews.
We did three mock
interviews. They
were so good that
four of the mock
interview questions
came up during my
real interview.
You famously
responded to a 30-

page paper assignment
by turning in 100
pages. Why?
I was looking at
Sudan and postsecession conflict,
and there was just
an evolution of the
project. I decided
to do an analysis
of five case studies,
but I never knew
it would be so much
bigger. Dr. [Stephen]
Long is such a phenomenal mentor.
He pushed me into
new areas.

Why go into
public service?
I’m very dedicated
to my studies and
using that knowledge
to improve policy.
Knowledge is essential to developing
better policy. When
I see an issue that
bothers me, I want
to change it. It’s the
difference between
rhetoric and action.
When you find
something you’re
passionate about,
you should pursue it.

Photograph by Stephen Voss

CAMPAIGN

KATE LAWRENZ, ’14 Interview by Matthew Dewald

Will East Africa
and post-secession
conflict be your
ongoing focus?
I’m focused generally
on sub-state conflicts
—particularly in North
Africa and the Middle
East—intrastate wars,
domestic insurgencies,
and security more
broadly. I’m just
drawn to the culture
and the political processes in that region.
I have an academic
crush on Iran. It’s
such an important
region for the U.S.
and the international
community.

EXTRACURRICULAR

Under One Roof

POP SENSATION
An infectious Eastern take on Western pop

QUOTABLE HARRY
“The best way
to give advice to
your children is
to find out what
they want and
then advise them
to do it.”
“I never gave
anybody hell.
I just told the
truth and they
think it’s hell.”
“It is not enough
to yearn for
peace. We must
work, and if
necessary, fight
for it.”
“I’ve been in
politics 35
years, and
everything that
could be said
about a human
being has been
said about me.”

Yeh Yeh Yeah
In his windowless office inside the
library of Richmond’s law school, DJ
Carlito, aka multimedia services coordinator Carl Hamm, searches for words
that capture the sound of a long-lost
music craze: “Think of early Beatles,
the Ventures, with a surf kind of beat
and twangy guitars—with a twist of
Malaysian melodies layered overtop.”
Pop Yeh Yeh, as it was called, swept
across the Malaysian Peninsula begining
in 1964 and lasted for about four colorful years.
By the time Hamm came across the

genre in the 2000s, while deejaying a
world music show on Richmond’s WRIR
97.3, Pop Yeh Yeh was a foggy memory for most Malaysians and almost
completely unknown in the U.S., but
its unique sound hooked Hamm. He
raised more than $3,500 via Kickstarter
.com to travel to the region, secure rights
from aging artists and songwriters, and
publish a compilation of top hits, Pop
Yeh Yeh: Psychedelic Rock from Singapore
and Malaysia—1964-1970. Hear samples on his website: menarigogo.blogspot.com.

SUPP ORT

TIME TO SHINE If you give Spiders a worthy goal, no deadline
is too tight. April’s “2 in 24 Challenge” proved it. The social
media campaign on Twitter and Facebook set out to fund two
UR Summer Fellowships by attracting 200 gifts in 24 hours.
You broke the clock and blew past the goal. Two hundred
and forty-four donors made gifts in just 26 hours, including
56 first-time donors.
Our students thank you. This summer, UR Summer Fellowships supported 297 students, including two just because
of you.

AN AMERICAN
IN MALAYSIA
For the Pop Yeh Yeh
artists, an American
arriving with interest
in their music was
noteworthy; that he
was young was even
more remarkable.
They welcomed him
with phone numbers, contacts, and
invitations to family
celebrations. One
couple even drove him
two hours southeast
of Kuala Lumpur to
see their band, Orkes
Nirwana, which still
plays more than 40
years later. Hamm
returned with contacts and recordings
that will keep him
going for years.

A $10 million lead gift by alumni Paul and
Anne-Marie Queally, bolstered by multiple
leadership gifts from others, has helped the
University raise more than $12 million toward a new center that is one focus of The
Campaign for Richmond. The new center,
which will be named The Queally Center for
Admission and Career Services, will bring together the offices of admission, financial aid,
and employer development under one roof.
In 2007, the Queallys, both 1986 Phi
Beta Kappa graduates, made the lead gift to
launch the construction of Queally Hall,
a 33,000-square-foot addition to the Robins
School of Business.
Launched in February, the campaign is
focused on completing four specific initiatives of the University’s strategic plan, The
Richmond Promise. Alumni and friends at all
giving levels have made more than 18,000
commitments to the campaign, bringing it to
$137 million of the $150 million goal.
More information is available at promise.
richmond.edu.

Gaining an Edge

The UR Summer Fellowship program, a second
campaign priority, has attracted more than
$9 million to support students pursuing
the very best internship or undergraduate
research opportunities they can, in any field
and any part of the world. In the summer
of 2013, the University awarded a total of $1
million through the program, giving nearly
300 students powerful, practical experiences
that complement UR’s rigorous academics.
RANKINGS

We Knew That

The 2014 edition of
The Princeton Review
ranks Richmond on six
of its top-20 lists: “Best
Science Lab Facilities”
(8th), “Best Classroom
Experience” (9th), “Best
Career Services” (13th), “Great Financial Aid”
(14th),“Best Athletic Facilities” (14th), and
“Most Beautiful Campus” (17th).
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Admission
Applications Due
for Fall Early
Decision 11.15
The deadline for
prospective students
making a fall early
decision commitment to Richmond;
more information
at admissions.richmond.edu/process.

KIM CATLEY joined an interfaith group
of students and staff, led by Campus Rabbi
Andrew Goodman, as they traveled to Poland
to answer this question: In the wake of the
Holocaust, is forgiveness possible—even
necessary—to heal?

The Journey

4

6

You Spoke. We’re Listening.

Zadie Smith 11.21
Brown-Alley Room,
Weinstein Hall A talk
with the author of
White Teeth and the
Orange Prizewinning On Beauty.
Salzburg Marionette Theatre,
The Magic Flute
12.06 Alice Jepson
Theatre A timeless
classic in which love
conquers all presented
by the century-old
company.

5

POLAND

2

Homecoming
Weekend
11.01–11.03
Spider football takes
on Albany, field
hockey takes on La
Salle and St. Joe’s,
plus a bonfire and
more. alumni.richmond.edu/events/
homecoming

Emily Nussbaum
11.06 Jepson Alumni
Center The television
critic for The New
Yorker discusses how
groundbreaking television from I Love
Lucy to Breaking
Bad has challenged
and changed the
culture of TV.

you
n do

Alum
ond
ichm

they don’t know any
Jews, but the same
goes for Jews understanding Polish
suffering,” Rachel
Poplack, ’15, says.

KIM CAT L E Y

MEDIA

Occ

Lincoln in
Richmond: 1865
and 2011 10.24
UR Downtown
A panel discussion
about President
Lincoln’s visit in the
closing days of the
Civil War and the
filming of Steven
Spielberg’s Lincoln.

U LI A N A G A B A R A Even after 26 years of leading Richmond’s
internationalization and increasing the percentage of students
studying abroad from “maybe five” to more than 55 percent, Uliana Gabara’s retirement as dean of international
education in August didn’t end her work. “As someone who
has taught at least three languages, I feel I have many sins
to repent for,” she said. Along with increasing collaboration with institutions abroad, Gabara wants to see every student comfortable
using a second language. “The goal is to learn how to see a language as a different
filter on reality. There isn’t one reality; we are not the keeper of the only perception of the truth.”

Men’s Basketball
vs. Delaware
11.08 Robins
Center The very first
tipoff in the newly
renovated Robins
Center. New seats,
new lighting, and
the A-10’s four biggest video boards.
What’s not to love?

v

Reasons To Be
Pretty 10.03-10.06
Alice Jepson Theatre
A hopelessly romantic
drama about the
hopelessness of
romance.

DOSSIER

In Poland

EVENTS

TRAVELOGUE

N E W S U N I V E R S I T Y of R I C H M O N D

PRINT
IS AHEAD
Rumors of print’s
demise have been
greatly exaggerated.
Newspapers are
struggling, but
readership of commercial magazines
across their print
and digital platforms has actually
increased over the
past five years. Our
competition for your
attention has never
been more lively.

UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND MAGAZINE

The readers have spoken, and we thank
you. This spring, we surveyed a representative sample of readers to learn
what’s working, and what isn’t working,
in your alumni magazine.
Here’s some of what we learned:
Approximately 60 percent of you said
that you read most or all of the magazine, and virtually everyone reported
reading at least some. The top five topics
that interest you are institutional history and traditions, class notes, campus
facilities and growth, alumni in their
professions, and campus controversies.
Athletics and obituaries also scored
particularly well. You really liked reading about the student researching the
mummy last fall.
You also like print. More than 83 percent of readers say they prefer to read
the magazine in print only, followed by
11 percent who would prefer it in print
and online. Only 5 percent prefer an
online-only version.
We learned that we can be doing more
to strengthen the magazine’s credibility.
Nearly two-thirds of respondents said

the magazine “consistently” or “generally” portrays the institution “accurately
and objectively,” but 26 percent say the
magazine usually portrays the institution “only in a positive light” or “is not
a good source of objective information,”
a figure slightly higher than our peers
at other private higher ed institutions.
Your rating of our quality is consistent with that: You gave us high marks
for design and readability but noted
room for improvement in the content.
The overall takeaway is that you like
the way the magazine keeps you connected to campus. More than 85 percent agreed or strongly agreed that the
magazine strengthens your personal
connection to campus.
We’re working to make that number
even higher. We want this magazine
to be something you want to pick up
and have trouble putting down, a publication both entertaining and thoughtprovoking that engages your mind,
touches your heart, and makes you
prouder than ever to be a part of the
University of Richmond community.

1

KEY
Polish City
Concentration Camp
Return Trip to
Richmond, Va.

3

1 March 9
Cobblestone
streets, old-world
architecture, and
frosty air greet us in
Krakow. Questions
about identity and
who owns history
are at the forefront
as we start to un-

Auschwitz.” The history of the relationship between Poles
and Jews waivers
between integration
and annihilation.
2 March 11
Auschwitz. Frozen
grounds. Frigid

Poland’s Jewish
Population*
19 21

2,845,000
(14.2%)

19 3 9

3,250,000
(31%)

19 4 5

100,000
(0.43%)

2010

3,200
(0.01%)
*Documented
population. Many
Jews are unaffiliated or unaware
of their Jewish
heritage after the
Holocaust.
Read daily
reflections from
Pilgrimage:
Poland at
richmond.edu/
poland.

derstand just what
we’ve signed up for
this week.
March 10
City tours, museum
visits in Krakow.
Our guide describes
Polish efforts to
preserve and protect
concentration camps
and Jewish cultures.
“It’s not easy to live
in the shadow of
Photographs by Kim Catley

barracks. Empty gas
chambers. Crematoriums smashed
and abandoned
nearly 70 years
ago. “Arbeit Macht
Frei” hangs over the
entrance. My body
shakes and tears roll
down my face. A few
hours later, walking
the train tracks at
Birkenau, anger
takes over. Ahead we

see Israeli students
draped in flags, taking smiling photos
and blasting music.
We asked ourselves,
is this disrespectful
to the world’s largest
cemetery? Or a
middle finger to everyone who said they
shouldn’t exist?
3 March 12
In Lublin, we visit
Brama Grodska.
Klezmer concerts
and performances of
Yiddish author Isaac
Bashevis Singer’s
stories are regular
occurrences
here. Rooms are
filled with photographs, oral histories, maps, public
records, and artwork
that preserve Jewish
culture. “There’s
a sense that Poland
lost something,
and it changed
the country forever,”
says Brian Strauss, ’14.
4

March 13
Majdanek, another
concentration camp.
Standing at the site
of the largest mass
execution of the
Holocaust, we share
silence and prayer

and leave feeling
unexpectedly comforted. Polish television and radio crews
interview some of us

March 15
A Jesuit priest in
Warsaw helps us
return home with a
purpose. He says we
can’t force people to
forgive, nor can we
prevent forgiveness
from happening.
Through conversations, we can start to
learn we’re not that
different from one
another. Feeling we
can finally relax, we
spend our last few
hours on our own,
walking the streets
of Warsaw, finding
souvenirs, and savoring the warmth of
a coffee.
April 10
Back on campus.
Holocaust Remembrance Day. Molly
Rossi, ’16, describes
a blonde braid
among the hair collected at Auschwitz
and the blonde braid
of a woman she saw
at Shabbat in Warsaw. “That’s when
I understood. The girl
with the braid was
still here. I did not
need to keep searching for her. I no
longer needed to try
in vain to pin her to
one face, one name,
one life. It wasn’t
just about the loss.
It wasn’t just about
the emptiness. It’s
about life too.”
6

during our visit to
John Paul II Catholic
University. We are
the first multifaith
group to study
Holocaust history in
Poland, they say.
5

March 14
At the Warsaw Uprising Museum, we
hear stories of Polish
persecution and
survival. Thousands
evacuated through
the sewers, but
Germans trapped
thousands more
underground with
grenades, acid, and
ignited gasoline. It’s
clear how missing
narratives stall
reconciliation.
“I don’t think Poles
can understand
Jewish suffering if
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Admission
Applications Due
for Fall Early
Decision 11.15
The deadline for
prospective students
making a fall early
decision commitment to Richmond;
more information
at admissions.richmond.edu/process.

KIM CATLEY joined an interfaith group
of students and staff, led by Campus Rabbi
Andrew Goodman, as they traveled to Poland
to answer this question: In the wake of the
Holocaust, is forgiveness possible—even
necessary—to heal?

The Journey

4

6

You Spoke. We’re Listening.

Zadie Smith 11.21
Brown-Alley Room,
Weinstein Hall A talk
with the author of
White Teeth and the
Orange Prizewinning On Beauty.
Salzburg Marionette Theatre,
The Magic Flute
12.06 Alice Jepson
Theatre A timeless
classic in which love
conquers all presented
by the century-old
company.

5

POLAND

2

Homecoming
Weekend
11.01–11.03
Spider football takes
on Albany, field
hockey takes on La
Salle and St. Joe’s,
plus a bonfire and
more. alumni.richmond.edu/events/
homecoming

Emily Nussbaum
11.06 Jepson Alumni
Center The television
critic for The New
Yorker discusses how
groundbreaking television from I Love
Lucy to Breaking
Bad has challenged
and changed the
culture of TV.
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they don’t know any
Jews, but the same
goes for Jews understanding Polish
suffering,” Rachel
Poplack, ’15, says.

KIM CAT L E Y

MEDIA

Occ

Lincoln in
Richmond: 1865
and 2011 10.24
UR Downtown
A panel discussion
about President
Lincoln’s visit in the
closing days of the
Civil War and the
filming of Steven
Spielberg’s Lincoln.

U LI A N A G A B A R A Even after 26 years of leading Richmond’s
internationalization and increasing the percentage of students
studying abroad from “maybe five” to more than 55 percent, Uliana Gabara’s retirement as dean of international
education in August didn’t end her work. “As someone who
has taught at least three languages, I feel I have many sins
to repent for,” she said. Along with increasing collaboration with institutions abroad, Gabara wants to see every student comfortable
using a second language. “The goal is to learn how to see a language as a different
filter on reality. There isn’t one reality; we are not the keeper of the only perception of the truth.”

Men’s Basketball
vs. Delaware
11.08 Robins
Center The very first
tipoff in the newly
renovated Robins
Center. New seats,
new lighting, and
the A-10’s four biggest video boards.
What’s not to love?

v

Reasons To Be
Pretty 10.03-10.06
Alice Jepson Theatre
A hopelessly romantic
drama about the
hopelessness of
romance.

DOSSIER

In Poland

EVENTS

TRAVELOGUE

N E W S U N I V E R S I T Y of R I C H M O N D

PRINT
IS AHEAD
Rumors of print’s
demise have been
greatly exaggerated.
Newspapers are
struggling, but
readership of commercial magazines
across their print
and digital platforms has actually
increased over the
past five years. Our
competition for your
attention has never
been more lively.
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The readers have spoken, and we thank
you. This spring, we surveyed a representative sample of readers to learn
what’s working, and what isn’t working,
in your alumni magazine.
Here’s some of what we learned:
Approximately 60 percent of you said
that you read most or all of the magazine, and virtually everyone reported
reading at least some. The top five topics
that interest you are institutional history and traditions, class notes, campus
facilities and growth, alumni in their
professions, and campus controversies.
Athletics and obituaries also scored
particularly well. You really liked reading about the student researching the
mummy last fall.
You also like print. More than 83 percent of readers say they prefer to read
the magazine in print only, followed by
11 percent who would prefer it in print
and online. Only 5 percent prefer an
online-only version.
We learned that we can be doing more
to strengthen the magazine’s credibility.
Nearly two-thirds of respondents said

the magazine “consistently” or “generally” portrays the institution “accurately
and objectively,” but 26 percent say the
magazine usually portrays the institution “only in a positive light” or “is not
a good source of objective information,”
a figure slightly higher than our peers
at other private higher ed institutions.
Your rating of our quality is consistent with that: You gave us high marks
for design and readability but noted
room for improvement in the content.
The overall takeaway is that you like
the way the magazine keeps you connected to campus. More than 85 percent agreed or strongly agreed that the
magazine strengthens your personal
connection to campus.
We’re working to make that number
even higher. We want this magazine
to be something you want to pick up
and have trouble putting down, a publication both entertaining and thoughtprovoking that engages your mind,
touches your heart, and makes you
prouder than ever to be a part of the
University of Richmond community.

1

KEY
Polish City
Concentration Camp
Return Trip to
Richmond, Va.

3

1 March 9
Cobblestone
streets, old-world
architecture, and
frosty air greet us in
Krakow. Questions
about identity and
who owns history
are at the forefront
as we start to un-

Auschwitz.” The history of the relationship between Poles
and Jews waivers
between integration
and annihilation.
2 March 11
Auschwitz. Frozen
grounds. Frigid

Poland’s Jewish
Population*
19 21

2,845,000
(14.2%)

19 3 9

3,250,000
(31%)

19 4 5

100,000
(0.43%)

2010

3,200
(0.01%)
*Documented
population. Many
Jews are unaffiliated or unaware
of their Jewish
heritage after the
Holocaust.
Read daily
reflections from
Pilgrimage:
Poland at
richmond.edu/
poland.

derstand just what
we’ve signed up for
this week.
March 10
City tours, museum
visits in Krakow.
Our guide describes
Polish efforts to
preserve and protect
concentration camps
and Jewish cultures.
“It’s not easy to live
in the shadow of
Photographs by Kim Catley

barracks. Empty gas
chambers. Crematoriums smashed
and abandoned
nearly 70 years
ago. “Arbeit Macht
Frei” hangs over the
entrance. My body
shakes and tears roll
down my face. A few
hours later, walking
the train tracks at
Birkenau, anger
takes over. Ahead we
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to the world’s largest
cemetery? Or a
middle finger to everyone who said they
shouldn’t exist?
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and it changed
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4
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at Shabbat in Warsaw. “That’s when
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with the braid was
still here. I did not
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longer needed to try
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one face, one name,
one life. It wasn’t
just about the loss.
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about life too.”
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On Jan. 22, 2009, President Obama ordered that Guantánamo Bay prison close within a year. It remains open.

MURAL
LOCATIONS

Wall Art
From the uplifting to the absurd, public art is splattered across walls and other
blank slates throughout the River City, and RVA is taking a closer look.
The capes of children are cut from the same
cloth as superheroes’. And no one should
doubt that little kids can achieve big things.
That’s the message that director Damon
Jiggetts wants to send to visitors at the Peter
Paul Development Center. He commissioned
a mural from Richmond artist Hamilton Glass
to transform his office’s dull cinder-block
walls into a colorful space that inspires staff
and children in Richmond’s East End.
It’s a powerful image that struck sophomore Diane Gremillion, ’16, as she began
her four-year commitment to the clients
who benefit from Peter Paul’s academic programs. Since then, she’s stopped to look
up at the murals she sees all over the city.
14

“It’s a shared experience for anyone who
walks past [them],” Gremillion says. “Even
if it’s something really weird, or if it isn’t
clear immediately, it’s creating that shared
experience for anyone who sees it. And it
adds so much character to the community.”
This fall, Gremillion helped mount an
exhibit at UR Downtown that explores murals
and street art around Richmond. It features
50 murals from across Richmond—including one inside UR Downtown by adjunct art
professor Heide Trepanier and her students—
and showcases the process of mural-making
and the community-building that comes with it.
The exhibit’s opening coincides with the
second annual RVA Street Arts Festival,

UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND MAGAZINE

another sign that the University is deepening
its RVA connections. Trepanier’s students,
with support from UR Downtown and the
Bonner Center for Civic Engagement, will
be one of many partners unleashing creative
forces over five days to transform into art
an abandoned GRTC bus depot at Cary and
Robinson streets. Public transit—the festival
theme this year—will also get a closer look
from English professor Laura Browder, who
has produced sound installations that present the stories of GRTC bus drivers that she
interviewed about working for the 150-yearold transit system.
“This goes back to the whole mission of UR
Downtown, which is connecting the University
of Richmond with the rest of the community,”
Gremillion says. “And the artists and organizers
hope the murals will get people to look up, see,
and appreciate their shared community.”
The murals exhibition runs through Nov. 22
at UR Downtown (626 East Broad Street).

Rosmy mural
Art 180 with
Chris Milk
2311 Westwood
Avenue

1

Traffic Control
Boxes for the
Great American
Cleanup
Mickael Broth
7th and
E. Broad Streets

2

Trolley mural
Ed Trask
RVA Street Art
Festival,
Shockoe Flood
Wall Power Plant
11th and E. Byrd
Streets

3

Tree mural
Grace Agents
William Byrd
Community House
224 S. Cherry

4

Azizah al-Hibri, professor emerita who
retired from Richmond Law in 2012,
served on a nonpartisan, blue-ribbon
panel examining detention and interrogation after the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks. The panel’s resulting 600-page
report, called “sweeping” by The New
York Times, was released in April by
The Constitution Project, a legal research and advocacy group based in
Washington, D.C.
The report prompted national debate
because of its main conclusion: “It is

indisputable that the United States engaged in the practice of torture” that
“damaged the standing of our nation,
reduced our capacity to convey moral
censure when necessary, and potentially increased the danger to U.S. military
personnel taken captive.”
Al-Hibri was one of 11 members of
the task force. Others included former
FBI director William Sessions and
former U.S. representative and Drug
Enforcement Agency administrator
Asa Hutchinson.

DECISIONS
The Obama administration has said
that it wishes to “look
forward, not backward” on the issue of
detainee treatment,
but the task force’s
conclusions remained
in national headlines
over the summer
with reports of the
use of force-feeding in
response to a hunger
strike by Guantanamo detainees.
One critic, Sen.
Dianne Feinstein,
described the practice
as “out of step with
international norms,
medical ethics, and
practices of the U.S.
Bureau of Prisons.”
U.S. District Court
Judge Rosemary
Collyer ruled that
the government has
“an affirmative duty
to prevent suicide”
of detainees in its
custodial care.

CURRICULUM

All That Jazz
“Here’s the plan,” vocalist Terri Simpson
said, snapping her fingers to explain how
a jazz band improvises. “Let’s see where
it goes.”
Her audience, a roomful of PreK-12
teachers, knew what she meant. Teachers
improvise, too, throwing readymade lesson plans out the window depending on
how a class responds.
The session on jazz, improvization,
and teaching capped the weeklong Joan
Oates Institute for Partners in the Arts.
The annual workshop prepares PreK-12
teachers of all subject areas to integrate
the arts into their classrooms. For more information, go to spcs.richmond.edu/arts.

EXTRA CREDIT
The Joan Oates
Institute is a co-sponsored academy of the
National Art Education Association.
Participants earn
university semester
hours, undergraduate
or graduate, that can
be applied toward recertification with the
Virginia Department
of Education.

GLOBAL CLIMATE
CHANGE: TURNING
KNOWLEDGE
INTO ACTION
(Prentice Hall)
Discussions of
climate change
blend science with
politics, policy, and
ethics. David Kitchen, associate dean in
the School of Professional and Continuing
Studies, examines multiple issues related
to climate change with critical thinking
and analysis aimed at helping students
make informed decisions and separate
fact from fiction.
RACISM IN THE
NATION’S SERVICE
(University of North
Carolina Press)
Between 1880-1910,
thousands of African
Americans passed
civil service exams
and worked for the
federal government.
That opportunity then disappeared, writes
Eric Yellin, associate professor of history and
American studies, as President Woodrow
Wilson’s administration imposed segregation
that stunted economic mobility.
COUCHED IN DEATH
(University of
Wisconsin Press)
Elites in 5th and
6th century B.C.E.
Anatolia had the curious (to us) custom
of burying their dead
on replicas of Greek
furniture. But why?
Elizabeth Baughan, associate professor of
classics and archaeology, asks this and other
questions arising out of her years of research
and excavations in Turkey.
CALLED TO ACCOUNT,
2ND ED. (Routledge)
The updated edition
of Paul Clikeman’s
tales of accounting
fraud offers updated
chapters on ZZZZ
Best and Arthur
Andersen, plus new
chapters on Parmalat,
Satyam, and The
Great Recession. This rogue’s gallery serves
as a useful backdrop for Clikeman, associate professor of accounting, to trace the
development of accounting standards and
legislation.
2013 AUTUMN
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S E A N RYA N When you see Sean Ryan, ’15—a 6-foot-2-inch,
227-pound linebacker—a theater minor doesn’t exactly come
to mind.
“So I’ve heard,” he says. “I’ve never seen anything that
weird about it. I’ve always been into theater and acting. I’ve
been playing football since I was very young.”
This summer he’s been trading preseason workouts for
an accounting internship with Virginia Repertory Theatre, where he navigated
QuickBooks and learned about Equity versus non-Equity actors.
It meant a summer of early mornings and late nights, but he says he wouldn’t
trade a thing. “To me, that’s better than sacrificing any one of them.”

Spider Smarts

PRACTICE

In the most recent NCAA Academic Progress
Rate, Richmond men’s basketball was one
of only 12 Division 1 men’s basketball
programs (among 347 nationally) to receive
a perfect score of 1,000. Nine Spider
teams ranked in the nation’s top 10 percent
in their respective sports, Richmond’s
highest number since the introduction
of the APR index.

Eye-popping
AT THE TOP
In the preseason,
three Spiders—
senior Ben Edwards,
redshirt junior Evan
Kelly, and junior
Justin Grant—were
named to the CAA
Preseason All-Conference Team. Football
wasn’t the only
Spider sport getting
league-wide attention. In preseason
polls, A-10 coaches
picked women’s cross
country to finish first,
field hockey to finish
second, and women’s
soccer to finish fourth.

16

Renovation of the Robins Center continued
throughout the summer. Improvements include
the installation of the A-10’s largest video
boards in the four corners. At 32x15, they’re
each just 3 feet narrower and 4 feet shorter
than the video display in Robins Stadium.

STRETCH

Notes from Camp

UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND MAGAZINE

Wednesday: More fundamentals, plus
a focus on punting. Rocco’s prediction bears out. “It felt great to get the
shoulder pads on today,” wide receiver
Ben Edwards says, “especially since
we’ve been waiting to hit each other
for so long. Football isn’t right without
the pads.”
Thursday: Another day focused on
early downs and fundamentals, followed by academic orientation for the
freshmen. “Lot of good plays but we
still have to clean up a lot of things,”
Wayne Lineburg, assistant head coach,
says. “Still a lot of work to do, but that’s
where you are in camp.” Focusing on
continual improvement is part of every
coach’s job description.
Friday: Players wear full pads on
the first truly hot, humid day. Camp
is as much audition as practice. “We
are still looking for a running back to
step up,” Rocco says. “I think we have
three guys that have been taking turns
doing some good things, but no one
has taken ownership.”

escorting the bus.
Great hotel. Fed
us like kings—
prime rib, mashed
potatoes with the
lumps. They were
fattening us up
for the slaughter.
But, you know, we
almost beat them.
MY FIRST TEAM
The Purple Plum
Packers, a U.S. Air
Force peewee team
in Germany. My father
was stationed there.

Nixon’s
Spider stats

Preseason practice is all about fundamentals.

Preseason training opened Aug. 5 with
high expectations after a surprising fivewin turnaround and a share of the CAA
championship last fall. The Spiders
entered 2013 ranked 14th nationally in
the FCS Preseason Coaches Poll. Here’s
a look back at that first week, when this
season really started:
Monday: Conditioning, headshots,
meetings, equipment, and freshman
orientation start the day. Afternoon
practice focuses on fundamentals with
7-on-7 and 11-on-11 drills. “I think practice went well,” defensive linesman B.J.
Scott says after. “Everyone is just going
to have to get used to the heat.”
Tuesday: Cooler air, overcast skies.
Fundamentals, first downs, and second
downs are the focus. Defensive back
Justin Grant makes a nice read to break
up a pass and send wide receiver Will
McCombs to the ground. “As we head
into tomorrow, we will put the shoulder
pads on and things will be a little more
physical out here,” predicts Danny
Rocco, head coach.

J E F F N I X O N ,’79, was an All-American
defensive back for the Spiders and played six
professional seasons for the Buffalo Bills.Seventh in NCAA history with 23 interceptions,
he is now youth services director for the Buffalo Employment and Training Center and one
of Buffalo’s top R&B guitarists.

JEFF NIXON, ’79

RUNDOWN

Interview by Phillip Gravely, ’96
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U N I V E R S I T Y of R I C H M O N D S P O R T S

Interceptions
in 1976
8 (single-season
school record)
Career
Interceptions
23 (school
record)

Rarified Air

TopDrawerSoccer.com ranked two-sport star
Becca Wann the A-10’s top women’s soccer
player and the 37th best in the nation in its
preseason rankings. The senior will graduate
as one of the most decorated players in program history, ranking second all-time in goals
(32) and fifth in total points (51). Last fall,
she won a gold medal as part of the U20
Women’s National Team.

All-American
Seasons
1976, 1978
1979 NFL Draft
Fourth-round,
Buffalo Bills

MY C O LLEG E
C HO IC E I had
signed a letter of
intent with Coach
Jim Tait to come to
Richmond. But then
I visited Temple and
signed a letter of
intent there, too.
I was a high school
kid—I didn’t even
understand what
a letter of intent
was. My father
says, “You can’t do
that. You committed
to Richmond.”
I get home and
open the door, and
there’s Coach Tait.
He tosses me a football
and says,“You’re
coming to Richmond.”
My father had
called him.

Field Hockey

The Spiders take on four of last season’s
top-25 teams this fall, a move head coach
Gina Lucido hopes will help the team “head
into A-10 play sharp and confident,” she
said. Another new addition to the schedule
is St. Francis University (Pa.), which joined the
A-10 as an affiliate member in field hockey
this season.

MY NEA R MIS S
Richmond played
IA football at the
time, the top tier.
I remember going
to Georgia to play.
State troopers were

MY WORK
We place teens at
not-for-profit organizations all throughout
the city of Buffalo
to give them a taste
of the world of work
and help them
understand what will
be required of them.

MY NFL C A R EER
I was drafted in
the fourth round in
1979. I’m surrounded
by family and
friends in my dorm
room, waiting for the
phone call. Finally
I get it. “Jeff, you’re
a Buffalo Bill.”

Ironically, a month
earlier, the Richmond
Times-Dispatch had
asked me where
I would like to play.
I had replied, “Anywhere but Buffalo.”
All I knew was they
had the Blizzard
of ’77 and played
outdoors.
But it was like
a dream. I set a rookie record my first season by intercepting
six passes. I had five
interceptions through
three games the next
season, but then I
injured my knee and
battled that for four
years. Finally they did
a total reconstruction.
I could never really
come back from that,
so I retired.

MY MUSIC
My wife and I play
in the Joyce Wilson
Nixon Band and
a band called
Taylor Made Jazz.
I was honored to be
named R&B guitar
player of the year
three straight times
(2006−08)

by Buffalo’s Nightlife
Magazine. My guitar
is a PRS [Paul Reed
Smith], McCarty
style. It’s gorgeous.
I wonder sometimes
if I should have gone
to The Crossroads
and sold my soul
like Robert Johnson.
The only thing close
to coming out of an
NFL tunnel is coming
out on stage.

Photograph (right) by Robert L. Smith
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S E A N RYA N When you see Sean Ryan, ’15—a 6-foot-2-inch,
227-pound linebacker—a theater minor doesn’t exactly come
to mind.
“So I’ve heard,” he says. “I’ve never seen anything that
weird about it. I’ve always been into theater and acting. I’ve
been playing football since I was very young.”
This summer he’s been trading preseason workouts for
an accounting internship with Virginia Repertory Theatre, where he navigated
QuickBooks and learned about Equity versus non-Equity actors.
It meant a summer of early mornings and late nights, but he says he wouldn’t
trade a thing. “To me, that’s better than sacrificing any one of them.”

Spider Smarts

PRACTICE

In the most recent NCAA Academic Progress
Rate, Richmond men’s basketball was one
of only 12 Division 1 men’s basketball
programs (among 347 nationally) to receive
a perfect score of 1,000. Nine Spider
teams ranked in the nation’s top 10 percent
in their respective sports, Richmond’s
highest number since the introduction
of the APR index.

Eye-popping
AT THE TOP
In the preseason,
three Spiders—
senior Ben Edwards,
redshirt junior Evan
Kelly, and junior
Justin Grant—were
named to the CAA
Preseason All-Conference Team. Football
wasn’t the only
Spider sport getting
league-wide attention. In preseason
polls, A-10 coaches
picked women’s cross
country to finish first,
field hockey to finish
second, and women’s
soccer to finish fourth.
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Renovation of the Robins Center continued
throughout the summer. Improvements include
the installation of the A-10’s largest video
boards in the four corners. At 32x15, they’re
each just 3 feet narrower and 4 feet shorter
than the video display in Robins Stadium.

STRETCH

Notes from Camp
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the pads.”
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coach’s job description.
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step up,” Rocco says. “I think we have
three guys that have been taking turns
doing some good things, but no one
has taken ownership.”

escorting the bus.
Great hotel. Fed
us like kings—
prime rib, mashed
potatoes with the
lumps. They were
fattening us up
for the slaughter.
But, you know, we
almost beat them.
MY FIRST TEAM
The Purple Plum
Packers, a U.S. Air
Force peewee team
in Germany. My father
was stationed there.

Nixon’s
Spider stats
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J.J. Lankes’ America
An exhibition of the great printmaker’s work
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G A L L E R Y U N I V E R S I T Y of R I C H M O N D

A
LANDSCAPES
“The woodcut does not
claim to be documentary,” wrote Charles
Harris Whitaker
in his introduction to
Virginia Woodcuts
(1930), from which
many of these images
come. “Its charm
and its claim to its high
place and long and
honorable history in
the graphic arts rests
upon the fact that it
must tell so much in
so little.”
1 “Farmyard”
(Plate XXIV, VW)
2 “Mulberry Tree”
(Plate II, VW)
3 “St. George Tucker
House, Williamsburg”
(Plate X, VW)
4 “In Virginia”
(Plate XIII, VW)
5 “Bew’s”
(Plate V, VW)
6 “Bruton Parish
Church, Williamsburg”
(Frontispiece, VW)
Previous pages:
“Virginia Farmhouse”
(Plate IV, VW)

rtist J. J. Lankes is not exactly
a household name today. In his 40
years of working in the woodcut
medium—from 1917 to the mid1950s—his large body of work
was highly praised in artistic and
publishing circles but was, on the
whole, poorly rewarded in the
marketplace. This paradox is all
too common among American
graphic artists of this period.
Although sometimes labeled
a regionalist plying a quaint art
form, Lankes was an artist whose graphic commentaries addressed, often in profound ways, notable segments
of American life. Among his admirers was Robert Frost,
whom Lankes described to his wife, after seeing the poet
for the first time, as “like a granite boulder.” Over his
career, Lankes became the most prolific illustrator of
Frost’s poems.
One of the country’s best collections of Lankes’ work
is housed on campus in the Joel and Lila Harnett Print
Study Center, one of three museums comprising the University of Richmond Museums. An exhibition of Lankes’ work
will be on display in the Joel and Lila Harnett Museum of
Art in the Modlin Center Nov. 12–Jan. 26.

U N I V E R S I T Y of R I C H M O N D N E W S

2

3

—Welford D. Taylor, R’59 and G’61
Exhibit curator
Professor emeritus of English

4

1

5
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LANDSCAPES
7 From WestRunning Brook by
Robert Frost (1928).
This woodcut introduces the first section
of the collection,
“Spring Pools.” Existence, says a speaker
in the poem “WestRunning Brook,”
“flows between us,
over us, and with us.”
8 From WRB. This
woodcut appears on
the title spread.
9 From WRB. This
woodcut introduces
the second section of
the collection, “Fiat
Nox.” 10 FromWRB.
This woodcut introduces the fourth section of the collection,
“Sand Dunes.”
11 “Worn Road”
(Plate XXIII, VW)
12 “St. John’s Church,
Hampton” (Plate
XVI, VW)
13 “Swinging”
(Plate XII, VW)
14 “Massey’s House”
(Plate XXI, VW)
“Art,” Whitaker
writes in his introduction to Virginia
Woodcuts, “is merely
the lifting of the veil
that obscures so much
from so many. ... Only
when we try to dogmatize about it, does
the little sprite take
wings—not in anger,
I think, but to escape
being bored. It is never
well to dogmatize
about life, or art,
or even Virginia.”
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ADMIT
ONE

APPLICATION
PLEASE
Erin Vidlak at home
in St. Louis. A look
at her college search
reveals just how
complex the college
admissions process
can be, for both
applicants and
institutions.

In picking her college, Erin Vidlak had many options. So did
the University, which had many applicants. In the pas de deux
that is the admission process, what brought them together?
by Caroline Kettlewell

Late last month, with the summer’s heat still lingering,
some 800 students arrived on campus to matriculate as the
University of Richmond class of 2017. Collectively, their
story could be told in the usual class-profile data of GPA and
SAT scores, demographics, and geographic distribution.
Individually, however—as they unpacked suitcases and chattered eagerly with new roommates and updated Facebook
statuses and texted parents to please send that thing they
forgot at the last minute—every one of those new Spiders
represents a unique journey. From 800 starting points they’d
traversed wholly individual pathways shaped by an infinite
number of variables to arrive on this day at this university to
begin their college lives.
But even as these so-fresh first-years were settling in to residence halls and contemplating class schedules and learning
their way around campus, already Richmond’s globe-traveling, mileage-logging, sleep-forgoing admission department
team was on the go, beginning all over the staggeringly complex process that needed to end again with almost exactly
another 800 students arriving late next summer to make up
the class of 2018.
Between these two groups, future students and University
admission staff, plays out every year an ever-shifting dance
in which first one leads, then the other. For many bright, academically accomplished high schoolers, the college admission process looms as a life-consuming quest for which they
may have been preparing, in some cases, for years. To these
students, and to their parents, it can seem as though the coveted colleges and universities hold all the cards in a game
with unclear rules, for which the secret, winning strategy is
a subject of anxious and feverish discussion in school lunch
rooms and on athletic-field sidelines and in college-planning
meetings. Yet the truth is that for the schools themselves the
24
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process is equally fraught. At the University of Richmond,
it takes a starting pool of approximately 50,000 potential
candidates, and an exhaustive and determined campaign of
identifying, targeting, winnowing, and wooing some of the
most sought-after students, not only in the U.S. but around
the world, to yield that class of 800.
SENIOR YEAR
Erin Vidlak was one of those students. Today a Richmond
Artist Scholar, she was, more than a year ago, when she
began her college search in earnest, a musically gifted rising senior from St. Louis with triplet younger sisters and no
clearly formed idea yet what she was looking for or where she
might want to go.
“I was definitely in a daze about where I wanted to go until
that summer before senior year when I actually started visiting colleges and putting my feet on those campuses,” says
Vidlak. “I thought, ‘You know, I might be spending the next
four years at one of these places; I ought to start thinking
seriously about this.’”
She was also just the kind of student the Richmond admission staff would be seeking, someone who brought not only
a straight-A average and strong academic record, with challenging honors and AP classes, but also that “something
more” that set her apart. Vidlak was a passionate musician
with an already impressive artistic résumé as a vocalist and
an instrumentalist, playing both the oboe and English horn
and performing in three different orchestras—the University
of Missouri-St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, the St. Louis
Symphony Youth Orchestra, and the Maryville Symphony
Orchestra—as well as in her school orchestra and choir, with
a little musical theater on the side.
And she was also, therefore, just the kind of student that
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plenty of other schools would be looking for as well, schools
with widely well-known names and long-established reputations. In what must feel like a nice irony, the better the
University’s admission office has done its job in recent years,
the harder that job has become. A painstakingly executed
strategy to deepen and strengthen the University’s applicant
pool has yielded ever-greater success over the past five years

I was looking for a college with high
academic standards that also had a music
school, so I would be able to decide
at the end of the four years whether
I wanted to be a professional musician
or wanted to have a nine-to-five job.
or so. And the reward? To be competing with some of the
best schools in the country for the same small group of students, students who will, on average, apply to 10 or 11 different schools and be admitted to most or all of those, but who
in the end will enroll at only one.
“We are the new kid on the block,” admits Nanci Tessier,
vice president of enrollment management. “We don’t have
the reputation that Georgetown, Duke, or Stanford does.
It has only been in the recent past that we have been competing directly with these schools that are so highly ranked,
and we are delighted to be going up against them, but it
is tough competition.”
WHITTLING
IT DOWN

50,000

Potential candidates
for the Class of 2017

9,824
Applicants for the
Class of 2017

3,060
Applicants admitted
(31% admit rate)

810
Students enrolled
in the Class of 2017
(all data as of Aug. 1, 2013)
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N E E D L E I N A H AY S TA C K
How, then, do you find an Erin Vidlak and convince her that,
from all the places she might choose and all the offers she’ll
end up receiving, the University of Richmond is the right
place for her?
The absurdity at the heart of the college application process is the presumption that even the most thoughtful and
mature 16- or 17-year-olds can realistically assess what they
might want to do for the rest of their lives, and choose a
school accordingly. All Vidlak knew for certain as she headed
into her senior year, she says, is that she wanted to continue
her pursuit of music studies while also having other academic options.
“I was looking for a college with high academic standards
that also had a music school, so I would be able to decide
at the end of the four years whether I wanted to be a professional musician or wanted to have a nine-to-five job, and
I would be able to do either,” says Vidlak.
Beyond those broad parameters, Vidlak still had plenty
of questions. Large school or small? Urban or not? Close to
family or far away? A music-focused program with academics on the side, or a school that balanced both?
That she still had so many questions put her in good company with plenty of other high school seniors.
“In the fall, for a large number of students, they are still
very much in their search process, trying to discern fit in
terms of the schools to which they want to apply,” says Nate
Crozier, who is director of admission for the University.
That’s why the fall season sees a final, intensive, exhaustingly paced push by admission officers, with staff traveling
widely to put themselves in direct contact with students,

UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND MAGAZINE

parents, high school counselors, alumni, and independent
consultants.
“Admission officers typically visit four high schools in
a day, plus participate in some kind of evening recruitment
program, and on weekends they’ll be interviewing prospective students or doing large college fairs,” says Nanci Tessier.
Over the past five or six years, Richmond has been pursuing an ever-more refined, multifaceted strategy that is both
statistically sophisticated and yet in the end still ultimately
labor-intensive. The effort to identify potential candidates
begins when the students are still sophomores and grows
in focus through the junior and into the senior years. There
are purchased lists from the major testing companies of students whose GPA, test scores, and identified interests make
them, in the broadest sense, a potentially good match for
Richmond. There are carefully stratified communications
that move students into different categories according to
qualifications and desirability. There are constant initiatives
to expand awareness in new schools and among less easily
reached demographics, such as first-generation college-goers. Names come to the admission office from coaches, from
current students, from alumni, from faculty. The web, email,
texts, data-mining, social media—all of these modern tools
play a key role as well in filling out that large initial pool
of 50,000.
To turn those potential candidates into qualified applicants, however, still demands the personal touch; a significant part of the job for the admission staff is outreach to
help advance the University. They serve on numerous professional organizations and present at conferences. They
take part in college-night panels and in “case-study” panels where sample applications are reviewed and discussed
before an audience of students, parents, and school counselors. They staff college-fair booths. They visit high schools.
They host receptions in far-away cities and open houses on
the University campus. They meet with students, parents,
high school counselors, and alumni.

Agrees Villanueva, “We are not in the business of encouraging students who are not competitive to apply for admission.
Through that one-on-one interaction, you have an opportunity to offer that directive counseling. You can help the
student discern if Richmond is the right fit.”

thought if there were schools that offered auditions, if people could hear Erin sing or play, then that would give her
an edge.”
Richmond was one of those schools. But it was one of
those schools on a very, very long list.

“Selective college admissions has evolved very much in
the past few decades,” says Gil Villanueva, assistant vice
president and dean of admission at the University. “But it
is still a people profession. We still have to connect, to build
relationships, to tell people what Richmond is about.”
As much as possible, then, in those final fall weeks before
applications are due, the admission team is trying to focus
on meeting those qualified students like Erin Vidlak and
making sure they know about Richmond, know what it has
to offer, can see how it might be the right choice for them.
“I am really trying to help them recognize their match with
the University of Richmond,” says Nate Crozier.

W H E R E T O S TA R T
In the end, of course—and this is the reality that even the
most carefully executed recruitment program can’t always
factor in—what might put Richmond on any one student’s
list can sometimes be a matter of chance. For Erin Vidlak,
strong academics were a given; she was attending a competitive high school with a rigorous curriculum, and she
wanted the same from a college. She was focused mostly
on schools along the East Coast, and probably—though
she was very interested in Northwestern, with its highly
regarded school of music—was going to prefer someplace
not too far north, where it wouldn’t be too cold in the winter. And she wanted a music program. As it happens, she
also has relatives in Virginia. Her mother’s brother graduated from the University of Virginia. Her family had lived
in the state, in Williamsburg, for her seventh-grade year,
and she had good memories of that experience.
With these parameters both specific and general in mind,
Vidlak’s mother, Annette, tackled the job of drawing up a list
of options. “I did a lot of the research and handed it over
to her. Then I left it up to Erin to decide where she really
wanted to apply,” she says. “We knew very little about the
University of Richmond, but it was on the list of good music
programs in the target area, with this good business school
and leadership school.”
Another factor they considered: “Because schools are
so competitive to get into now,” says Annette Vidlak, “we

THE FINAL CUT
“There are just way too many possible places to go!” Vidlak
says now, recalling the daunting task of narrowing the list.
As it turned out, a college-fair meeting in St. Louis,
a chance to talk to a Richmond admission counselor, played
a key role in that process.
“I had already heard about Richmond, and it was on that
long list,” says Vidlak. “So I stopped by the admissions table
at the fair, and it was really helpful meeting the representative and getting to know more about the University and
the business program and the size and the campus culture.
It definitely distinguished Richmond from that long list
of places I had to pick from.”
So although Richmond wasn’t yet a leading contender,
it made the final cut of places to which Vidlak would apply,
along with U.Va., Northwestern, Oberlin, Barnard, Vassar,
Davidson—in total, 10 colleges and universities.
Each school had its own different set of requirements for
the general application process, and yet another set of much
more varied requirements for applying for music programs
and merit scholarships.
During the fall of her senior year, while maintaining her
heavy academic schedule and putting in three to five hours
daily of music lessons, practice, rehearsals, and performances,
Vidlak was also completing her applications, completing her
music supplements, and writing essays.
The pressure of those months was overwhelming.

TOP TEN
Vidlak applied to 10
colleges and universities and was accepted
or wait-listed at all
of them.
• American University
• Barnard
• College of William
& Mary
• Davidson
• Northwestern
• Oberlin
• University of
Richmond
• University of
Virginia
• Vassar
• Washington
University in
St. Louis
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plenty of other schools would be looking for as well, schools
with widely well-known names and long-established reputations. In what must feel like a nice irony, the better the
University’s admission office has done its job in recent years,
the harder that job has become. A painstakingly executed
strategy to deepen and strengthen the University’s applicant
pool has yielded ever-greater success over the past five years

I was looking for a college with high
academic standards that also had a music
school, so I would be able to decide
at the end of the four years whether
I wanted to be a professional musician
or wanted to have a nine-to-five job.
or so. And the reward? To be competing with some of the
best schools in the country for the same small group of students, students who will, on average, apply to 10 or 11 different schools and be admitted to most or all of those, but who
in the end will enroll at only one.
“We are the new kid on the block,” admits Nanci Tessier,
vice president of enrollment management. “We don’t have
the reputation that Georgetown, Duke, or Stanford does.
It has only been in the recent past that we have been competing directly with these schools that are so highly ranked,
and we are delighted to be going up against them, but it
is tough competition.”
WHITTLING
IT DOWN

50,000

Potential candidates
for the Class of 2017

9,824
Applicants for the
Class of 2017

3,060
Applicants admitted
(31% admit rate)

810
Students enrolled
in the Class of 2017
(all data as of Aug. 1, 2013)
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N E E D L E I N A H AY S TA C K
How, then, do you find an Erin Vidlak and convince her that,
from all the places she might choose and all the offers she’ll
end up receiving, the University of Richmond is the right
place for her?
The absurdity at the heart of the college application process is the presumption that even the most thoughtful and
mature 16- or 17-year-olds can realistically assess what they
might want to do for the rest of their lives, and choose a
school accordingly. All Vidlak knew for certain as she headed
into her senior year, she says, is that she wanted to continue
her pursuit of music studies while also having other academic options.
“I was looking for a college with high academic standards
that also had a music school, so I would be able to decide
at the end of the four years whether I wanted to be a professional musician or wanted to have a nine-to-five job, and
I would be able to do either,” says Vidlak.
Beyond those broad parameters, Vidlak still had plenty
of questions. Large school or small? Urban or not? Close to
family or far away? A music-focused program with academics on the side, or a school that balanced both?
That she still had so many questions put her in good company with plenty of other high school seniors.
“In the fall, for a large number of students, they are still
very much in their search process, trying to discern fit in
terms of the schools to which they want to apply,” says Nate
Crozier, who is director of admission for the University.
That’s why the fall season sees a final, intensive, exhaustingly paced push by admission officers, with staff traveling
widely to put themselves in direct contact with students,
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parents, high school counselors, alumni, and independent
consultants.
“Admission officers typically visit four high schools in
a day, plus participate in some kind of evening recruitment
program, and on weekends they’ll be interviewing prospective students or doing large college fairs,” says Nanci Tessier.
Over the past five or six years, Richmond has been pursuing an ever-more refined, multifaceted strategy that is both
statistically sophisticated and yet in the end still ultimately
labor-intensive. The effort to identify potential candidates
begins when the students are still sophomores and grows
in focus through the junior and into the senior years. There
are purchased lists from the major testing companies of students whose GPA, test scores, and identified interests make
them, in the broadest sense, a potentially good match for
Richmond. There are carefully stratified communications
that move students into different categories according to
qualifications and desirability. There are constant initiatives
to expand awareness in new schools and among less easily
reached demographics, such as first-generation college-goers. Names come to the admission office from coaches, from
current students, from alumni, from faculty. The web, email,
texts, data-mining, social media—all of these modern tools
play a key role as well in filling out that large initial pool
of 50,000.
To turn those potential candidates into qualified applicants, however, still demands the personal touch; a significant part of the job for the admission staff is outreach to
help advance the University. They serve on numerous professional organizations and present at conferences. They
take part in college-night panels and in “case-study” panels where sample applications are reviewed and discussed
before an audience of students, parents, and school counselors. They staff college-fair booths. They visit high schools.
They host receptions in far-away cities and open houses on
the University campus. They meet with students, parents,
high school counselors, and alumni.

Agrees Villanueva, “We are not in the business of encouraging students who are not competitive to apply for admission.
Through that one-on-one interaction, you have an opportunity to offer that directive counseling. You can help the
student discern if Richmond is the right fit.”

thought if there were schools that offered auditions, if people could hear Erin sing or play, then that would give her
an edge.”
Richmond was one of those schools. But it was one of
those schools on a very, very long list.

“Selective college admissions has evolved very much in
the past few decades,” says Gil Villanueva, assistant vice
president and dean of admission at the University. “But it
is still a people profession. We still have to connect, to build
relationships, to tell people what Richmond is about.”
As much as possible, then, in those final fall weeks before
applications are due, the admission team is trying to focus
on meeting those qualified students like Erin Vidlak and
making sure they know about Richmond, know what it has
to offer, can see how it might be the right choice for them.
“I am really trying to help them recognize their match with
the University of Richmond,” says Nate Crozier.

W H E R E T O S TA R T
In the end, of course—and this is the reality that even the
most carefully executed recruitment program can’t always
factor in—what might put Richmond on any one student’s
list can sometimes be a matter of chance. For Erin Vidlak,
strong academics were a given; she was attending a competitive high school with a rigorous curriculum, and she
wanted the same from a college. She was focused mostly
on schools along the East Coast, and probably—though
she was very interested in Northwestern, with its highly
regarded school of music—was going to prefer someplace
not too far north, where it wouldn’t be too cold in the winter. And she wanted a music program. As it happens, she
also has relatives in Virginia. Her mother’s brother graduated from the University of Virginia. Her family had lived
in the state, in Williamsburg, for her seventh-grade year,
and she had good memories of that experience.
With these parameters both specific and general in mind,
Vidlak’s mother, Annette, tackled the job of drawing up a list
of options. “I did a lot of the research and handed it over
to her. Then I left it up to Erin to decide where she really
wanted to apply,” she says. “We knew very little about the
University of Richmond, but it was on the list of good music
programs in the target area, with this good business school
and leadership school.”
Another factor they considered: “Because schools are
so competitive to get into now,” says Annette Vidlak, “we

THE FINAL CUT
“There are just way too many possible places to go!” Vidlak
says now, recalling the daunting task of narrowing the list.
As it turned out, a college-fair meeting in St. Louis,
a chance to talk to a Richmond admission counselor, played
a key role in that process.
“I had already heard about Richmond, and it was on that
long list,” says Vidlak. “So I stopped by the admissions table
at the fair, and it was really helpful meeting the representative and getting to know more about the University and
the business program and the size and the campus culture.
It definitely distinguished Richmond from that long list
of places I had to pick from.”
So although Richmond wasn’t yet a leading contender,
it made the final cut of places to which Vidlak would apply,
along with U.Va., Northwestern, Oberlin, Barnard, Vassar,
Davidson—in total, 10 colleges and universities.
Each school had its own different set of requirements for
the general application process, and yet another set of much
more varied requirements for applying for music programs
and merit scholarships.
During the fall of her senior year, while maintaining her
heavy academic schedule and putting in three to five hours
daily of music lessons, practice, rehearsals, and performances,
Vidlak was also completing her applications, completing her
music supplements, and writing essays.
The pressure of those months was overwhelming.

TOP TEN
Vidlak applied to 10
colleges and universities and was accepted
or wait-listed at all
of them.
• American University
• Barnard
• College of William
& Mary
• Davidson
• Northwestern
• Oberlin
• University of
Richmond
• University of
Virginia
• Vassar
• Washington
University in
St. Louis
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“It was pretty awful,” admits Vidlak now. For her applications
in general, “writing your essay and all those little supplements that go along with your applications—you have so little
space [to write in], and it feels like every single word goes into
whether you get into college or not, which makes the process
feel so stressful,” she says.
And for her music, “Every college was different. Did
they want a CD or a DVD? Would they accept both? Would
I have to audition to get into the college? And even the
requirements for the auditions were different: solo piece,
memorized scales, two contrasting solo pieces less than 10
minutes long, orchestral excerpt from part of a symphony
that is really well-known.”
Trying somehow to keep track of everything so there
wouldn’t be any important steps or details missed, eventually the Vidlaks entirely covered their dining room table with
Erin’s college materials. “It was a big, big marathon, and we
all pitched in,” says Annette Vidlak. “It was definitely a family effort.”
And then the waiting game began.

SEEING INTO
THE FUTURE
Even as they are work-

NO MAGIC FORMULA
Not, however, for the admission office. Following immediately on the heels of the busy fall travel season, the reading,
reviewing, and decision-making process at competitive colleges and universities like Richmond is another all-in endurance event. Nearly 10,000 applications were received at the
University of Richmond for the class of 2017, of which, says
Gil Villanueva, “upwards of 80 percent were qualified, were
competitive for admission.”
Nor was there any automatic lopping off of chunks of
applicants by scores or other criteria. Every one of those
applications was read and reviewed and eventually con-

ing to recruit a specific
class, the admission
officers have their eye
on a very long-term
goal: shaping not just
an entering class but
the future alumni of
the institution. They
seek to craft a class
that is, as a whole,
academically talented,
diverse by multiple
measures, and likely to
contribute to the campus culture inside and
outside the classroom,
and for years to come.
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sidered by the admission committee, all with an eye to the
seemingly impossible task of narrowing those 9,800 down
to about 3,000 admitted students, which in turn, by some
surprisingly reliable mathematics, would yield the desired
800-member first-year class. Some would be early-decision
applicants, committed to enrolling if accepted. The majority, though, would be like Erin Vidlak, students with double-digit lists on which Richmond might be a first choice, a
sixth choice, a last choice. The admission team would have
no way of knowing for certain.
Reading sometimes 35 or more applications in a day, the
admission staff “is trying to get a sense of whether this
student will be a good fit and contribute to the Richmond
community,” says Gil Villanueva. All students given serious consideration possess the test scores and grades that
make them fully qualified candidates; the reading process builds upon those basics to develop a broader, more
nuanced picture of each applicant.
“There is no magic formula that students can use or
leverage to gain admission into an institution, and there is
no one thing that we are looking for,” says Villanueva. “We
want the most talented, most diverse class we can get. So
we start with the application—the demographic picture,
the background helps paint a broad-brush picture of the
context in which the student has operated. From there
you drill down to activities, essays, recommendations,
rounding out the student. We then take a hard look at the
transcripts and the test scores, and by that point we have
gotten a very solid sense of an applicant.”
While reading applications, the staff also is looking to
identify particular standouts as potential semifinalists for
the University’s Richmond Scholars program. Students
don’t have to identify themselves as Richmond Scholar can-

didates; everyone who submits a completed application by
Dec. 1 may be considered for this full-tuition merit scholarship program. Of the 5,000 applications, only 400, though,
become semifinalists.
In Richmond Scholars, says Villanueva, the University is
looking for “students who have the potential to be Rhodes
Scholars, to be Fulbrights and Marshall scholars—that caliber of student. We want students who have the potential
to change the tenor of classroom discussions, to be leaders
throughout the campus community and beyond.”
A LETTER ARRIVES
In early winter, Erin Vidlak was notified that she was a semifinalist.
“When she got that letter, that was a big surprise,” says
Annette Vidlak. “I didn’t know that much about the Richmond Scholars. She was very excited. It was so nice that she
was recognized for her talents by the University.”
As a semifinalist, she would need to submit materials,
including an artist’s statement and a recording of a performance, to be considered for finalist status as an Artist
Scholar, one of four designations under the Richmond
Scholars program. In the meantime, she was already scheduled to audition in the first week of February for a scholarship in the University’s music department. (She would also
end up auditioning at Northwestern, Oberlin, and American University.)
She traveled with her parents to Richmond in February,
and their impressions of the University were immediate, and
positive.
“After I saw the campus, I was a lot more interested,” says
Vidlak. “It was a really great welcome that I received. It
wasn’t stressful or competitive at all. I felt really welcomed
like they really wanted me to be there and they enjoyed my
presence.”
“I hadn’t known what to expect, and I thought the campus
was beautiful,” adds Annette Vidlak. “And everybody was
very friendly.”
Caroline Braun, a senior biochemistry major and business
minor who has been working as a Richmond campus tour
guide since her freshman year, says that is the most common
reaction she sees while giving her tours. “A lot of what I hear
is about how beautiful the campus is, much more beautiful
than they expected.”
More important, however, she says that families are
impressed by the facilities, by the many academic resources
available to the students, and by the robust study abroad program, among other things.
”I talk about how the school really invests in our futures.
Science students love hearing about all the research opportunities, and people really like the look of the business school
and hearing how the school is always bringing in experts to
talk with us.”
The Vidlaks, too, came away from their Richmond visit
very much impressed.
Still, Northwestern and the University of Virginia—she
would end up being accepted at both—remained at the top of
Erin’s list. In February, however, not long after she’d visited
campus for her first audition, she heard that she was now a finalist for the Artist Scholars program. The exciting news meant
another visit to Richmond in March and another audition.
The trip would prove a turning point.
“It was a big three-day process. I roomed with a sophomore, had an interview and an audition, sat in on classes.
I got to revisit the campus and get even more of a feel for
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the community and for how wonderful the staff and students
are,” says Vidlak.
Following the weekend, she received the news: she was
accepted to the University of Richmond class of 2017. And
she had been selected as an Artist Scholar. Enticing offers
were suddenly coming in from other schools, too, but, says
Vidlak, “I had fallen in love with Richmond at that point.”
She didn’t have to commit, though, until the same May
1 deadline that all the regular-decision students faced; the
weeks leading up to that date represent the final flurry of
activity for the admission team. “We know through our
data that the typical Richmond applicant applies to 10 or
more colleges and gets offered admissions to eight or more
schools,” says Gil Villanueva. “Now we have a month, four
weeks, to convince you Richmond is the place for you.”
What made the difference for Erin Vidlak?
“Northwestern was originally my No. 1 school,” she
says. “They are highly ranked and they have a really great
program. But at Northwestern I would have been just a
number, and in the end I decided Richmond would be the
better choice. I had been immersed in the community. I’d
gotten to meet these great students. I wanted a smaller
school where I would have those connections with faculty,
with my teachers.”
Today she is more confident than ever that, from all the
schools she considered, she chose the right one. “Going
through all the stress of the ‘college process’ was worth it,
for all the experiences I am having at Richmond,” she says.
“I am part of this community where I am really wanted. At
Richmond, I am at home.”
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“It was pretty awful,” admits Vidlak now. For her applications
in general, “writing your essay and all those little supplements that go along with your applications—you have so little
space [to write in], and it feels like every single word goes into
whether you get into college or not, which makes the process
feel so stressful,” she says.
And for her music, “Every college was different. Did
they want a CD or a DVD? Would they accept both? Would
I have to audition to get into the college? And even the
requirements for the auditions were different: solo piece,
memorized scales, two contrasting solo pieces less than 10
minutes long, orchestral excerpt from part of a symphony
that is really well-known.”
Trying somehow to keep track of everything so there
wouldn’t be any important steps or details missed, eventually the Vidlaks entirely covered their dining room table with
Erin’s college materials. “It was a big, big marathon, and we
all pitched in,” says Annette Vidlak. “It was definitely a family effort.”
And then the waiting game began.

SEEING INTO
THE FUTURE
Even as they are work-

NO MAGIC FORMULA
Not, however, for the admission office. Following immediately on the heels of the busy fall travel season, the reading,
reviewing, and decision-making process at competitive colleges and universities like Richmond is another all-in endurance event. Nearly 10,000 applications were received at the
University of Richmond for the class of 2017, of which, says
Gil Villanueva, “upwards of 80 percent were qualified, were
competitive for admission.”
Nor was there any automatic lopping off of chunks of
applicants by scores or other criteria. Every one of those
applications was read and reviewed and eventually con-
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an entering class but
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sidered by the admission committee, all with an eye to the
seemingly impossible task of narrowing those 9,800 down
to about 3,000 admitted students, which in turn, by some
surprisingly reliable mathematics, would yield the desired
800-member first-year class. Some would be early-decision
applicants, committed to enrolling if accepted. The majority, though, would be like Erin Vidlak, students with double-digit lists on which Richmond might be a first choice, a
sixth choice, a last choice. The admission team would have
no way of knowing for certain.
Reading sometimes 35 or more applications in a day, the
admission staff “is trying to get a sense of whether this
student will be a good fit and contribute to the Richmond
community,” says Gil Villanueva. All students given serious consideration possess the test scores and grades that
make them fully qualified candidates; the reading process builds upon those basics to develop a broader, more
nuanced picture of each applicant.
“There is no magic formula that students can use or
leverage to gain admission into an institution, and there is
no one thing that we are looking for,” says Villanueva. “We
want the most talented, most diverse class we can get. So
we start with the application—the demographic picture,
the background helps paint a broad-brush picture of the
context in which the student has operated. From there
you drill down to activities, essays, recommendations,
rounding out the student. We then take a hard look at the
transcripts and the test scores, and by that point we have
gotten a very solid sense of an applicant.”
While reading applications, the staff also is looking to
identify particular standouts as potential semifinalists for
the University’s Richmond Scholars program. Students
don’t have to identify themselves as Richmond Scholar can-

didates; everyone who submits a completed application by
Dec. 1 may be considered for this full-tuition merit scholarship program. Of the 5,000 applications, only 400, though,
become semifinalists.
In Richmond Scholars, says Villanueva, the University is
looking for “students who have the potential to be Rhodes
Scholars, to be Fulbrights and Marshall scholars—that caliber of student. We want students who have the potential
to change the tenor of classroom discussions, to be leaders
throughout the campus community and beyond.”
A LETTER ARRIVES
In early winter, Erin Vidlak was notified that she was a semifinalist.
“When she got that letter, that was a big surprise,” says
Annette Vidlak. “I didn’t know that much about the Richmond Scholars. She was very excited. It was so nice that she
was recognized for her talents by the University.”
As a semifinalist, she would need to submit materials,
including an artist’s statement and a recording of a performance, to be considered for finalist status as an Artist
Scholar, one of four designations under the Richmond
Scholars program. In the meantime, she was already scheduled to audition in the first week of February for a scholarship in the University’s music department. (She would also
end up auditioning at Northwestern, Oberlin, and American University.)
She traveled with her parents to Richmond in February,
and their impressions of the University were immediate, and
positive.
“After I saw the campus, I was a lot more interested,” says
Vidlak. “It was a really great welcome that I received. It
wasn’t stressful or competitive at all. I felt really welcomed
like they really wanted me to be there and they enjoyed my
presence.”
“I hadn’t known what to expect, and I thought the campus
was beautiful,” adds Annette Vidlak. “And everybody was
very friendly.”
Caroline Braun, a senior biochemistry major and business
minor who has been working as a Richmond campus tour
guide since her freshman year, says that is the most common
reaction she sees while giving her tours. “A lot of what I hear
is about how beautiful the campus is, much more beautiful
than they expected.”
More important, however, she says that families are
impressed by the facilities, by the many academic resources
available to the students, and by the robust study abroad program, among other things.
”I talk about how the school really invests in our futures.
Science students love hearing about all the research opportunities, and people really like the look of the business school
and hearing how the school is always bringing in experts to
talk with us.”
The Vidlaks, too, came away from their Richmond visit
very much impressed.
Still, Northwestern and the University of Virginia—she
would end up being accepted at both—remained at the top of
Erin’s list. In February, however, not long after she’d visited
campus for her first audition, she heard that she was now a finalist for the Artist Scholars program. The exciting news meant
another visit to Richmond in March and another audition.
The trip would prove a turning point.
“It was a big three-day process. I roomed with a sophomore, had an interview and an audition, sat in on classes.
I got to revisit the campus and get even more of a feel for
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AND THEN
THEY CAME
FOR ME
My Brush with the Mukhabarat
by Mimi Hanaoka

In the spring of 2009 in Damascus, I was accused
of being an Algerian spy. I am neither Algerian
nor a spy. I am a dual U.S.-Japanese citizen and
a professor of religious studies with an intense
aversion to danger and no appetite for espionage. I fastidiously wear a bicycle helmet, pay
my taxes early, and have never so much as told
an extravagantly detailed lie. I am more like Mr.
Bean than 007.
30
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But the paranoid police state of Assad’s Syria is
impervious to sound reasoning. For the first time
in my comfortable life, I understood the fear and
paranoia that terrorizes ordinary citizens subject
to the delusional whims and inscrutable logic of a
brutal secret police.
In March 2009, I was a Ph.D. student working
on my dissertation about medieval Islam; I settled
in Damascus to spend a few months re-immersing
Illustration by Shonagh Rae
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myself in the Arabic-speaking world. I hoped that living in
Damascus would be like living in Cairo, where my life as an
Arabic-speaking ex-pat in 2005 and 2006 was exhilarating
and mostly carefree. Fleeing the routine of life in New York,
I hoped to see my research and the world afresh.
On the first afternoon that I was installed in my Damascus apartment, I marveled at the city from my spacious
veranda. Perched at an elevation of over 2,000 feet, Damascus stretches out from the edge of the desert at the foot of Mt.
Qassioun, which forms one band of the Anti-Lebanon mountain range. My view overlooked the northern neighborhoods
of Salihiya, Muhajireen, and Rukn al-Din that sit nestled
on the eastern slopes of Mt. Qassioun. The sky was piercingly blue, and the air was brisk and dry. I was optimistic.
It’s strange now to think of Syria in this way—a respite.
The UN reported in February that almost 70,000 people
have been killed in Syria since it has been consumed by a
voracious civil war that began in March 2011, while the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights estimated in May that as
many as 120,000 people may have died. The UN counts over
1.5 million registered refugees who have fled their homes.
There are 4.25 million internally displaced people out of a
population of 20.82 million. It seems impossible that I once
lived in Damascus and strolled through areas like Sabaa
Bahrat Square, in which an enormous fountain sits ringed
by imposing government buildings and the Central Bank of
Syria, where people are now machine-gunned down in the
carnage of the civil war.
But Syria was a different place then, at least on the surface. And I arrived in Syria from Iran, where I had just
spent a month at a Persian language institute in Tehran
during the 30th anniversary of Iran’s Islamic Revolution,

MY CHEST TIGHTENED WITH FEAR
AS I RAN, SO I RETURNED HOME
AFTER ONLY A COUPLE OF MILES.
living in an eerie, semi-deserted scholar’s dormitory that
I shared with a Norwegian woman who showed up with
a suitcase full of tinned fish and photos of her boyfriend.
After a month of self-consciously adjusting my obligatory
headscarf in cities around Iran, sipping coffee in open-air
Damascene cafés felt liberating.
Then the mukhabarat came for me.
My landlord Anas knocked on my door early one afternoon
and confronted me with the news that the mukhabarat, or
secret police, had informed him that they were interested in
having a meeting about me. The mukhabarat are feared and
firmly entrenched institutions in many states of the modern
Middle East. Each nation has their own mukhabarat secret
police, but they all share a threatening familial resemblance.
President Bashar al-Assad, like his father before him, has
used the surveillance of the mukhabarat to maintain his
authoritarian grip.
Anas lived with his family in the apartment next door,
and I knew him as fastidious and mild-mannered. Almost
every time I saw Anas he wore a scab-colored sweatshirt
with the words “World’s Best Grandma!” sewn onto the fabric with soft white thread and festooned with fuzzy hearts.
Anas had already exchanged his festive uniform for a sober
button-down for his audience with the mukhabarat, and his
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face looked as bloodless as his dour shirt.
“I don’t even know who you are! Are you Algerian? French?
Japanese? Who are you, really?” Anas sputtered at me, his
voice increasingly shrill, as he quailed that the mukhabarat
were on their way.
“Why would you think I’m Algerian? Or French?” I asked,
baffled that I was suddenly being mistaken for a North African masquerading as a Japanese.
“People think you are Algerian. You’ll need proof that
you’re not French or Algerian. Please be prepared,” Anas
warned me cryptically, as he scurried back to his apartment
to wait for the mukhabarat’s arrival.
Anas told me it would be a couple hours before they
arrived, so I went for a jog to calm my jangled nerves. The
locals in the neighborhood were going about their daily business, but as I scanned the streets I wondered who among
them answered to the mukhabarat. My chest tightened with
fear as I ran, so I returned home after only a couple of miles.
There, I learned that the mukhabarat were already in Anas’s
apartment questioning him.
There was a loud pounding on my door. I rushed to answer
it. “Give me your passport!” my landlord demanded. When
I opened my mouth
to speak, Anas widened his eyes and
surreptitiously put
his index finger to
his lips. I tried to
catch a glimpse
of his apartment
through the open
door, but he shifted
and blocked my
view. He winked and then Anas mouthed “Thanks,” and
slammed my door in my face.
With my passport now surrendered, paranoia began to set
in. Maybe Anas was a member of the mukhabarat and this
was a well-practiced ruse. I considered the possibility that
my first experience of prison would be in Syria. At that time,
Roxana Saberi, an Iranian-Japanese American journalist,
was being held in Tehran’s notorious Evin Prison after being
arrested in January on suspicion of espionage. I did not want
to join her ranks.
I felt and looked like Mr. Bean, my ear desperately pressed
against my front door and all the walls that I shared with my
landlord, trying to hear what transpired on the other side.
The most I could hear was indistinct speech through my
front door, which faced Anas’s front door.
When I lived in Cairo, the frequent suggestions by locals
that multitudes of foreigners were Israeli Mossad agents, or
that the city was crawling with American spies, had struck
me as absurd. I had traveled to Iran, Jordan, Morocco, and
all over Egypt, and I had never been accused of anything.
Now, for the first time, I was suspected of lying about my
identity, and therefore my reason for being in Syria. I was
acutely aware that this was a serious accusation.
After a couple of hours, Anas returned with my passport.
His beautiful and much younger wife stood next to him in
the doorframe. He murmured an apology but refused to tell
me what had happened. His lovely, bath-robed wife tugged
at his sleeve.
“Thanks. Bye. Sorry,” Anas said. He looked shaken. He followed his wife back into their apartment and closed his door.
Paranoia morphed into crippling fear. I had a choice to stay
in Syria or to leave, but I knew that I was under surveillance
Photographs by Mimi Hanaoka

for some unknown reason. In an attempt to allay my fears,
I called a friendly Syrian-German acquaintance in Damascus and explained what happened. He became instantly
concerned. “The mukhabarat keep us safe, because they’re
always watching. And listening. We have a saying in Syria—
do you know it? ‘Even the walls here have ears,’” he told me. I
wondered how the walls had misheard so ineptly to conclude
that I was an Algerian and also a spy.
Later that night, I lied and told Anas that I received an
emergency call from home about my mother’s health and had
to fly home to Tokyo immediately. Kind but flustered, Anas
helped me cram my two bags into a cab in the dark of night.
“I’ll probably come back soon. I’ll call you when I arrive
in Tokyo,” I reassured Anas. He probably knew that I was
unlikely to follow through on this, but he smiled and helped
me disappear into the Damascus night. I have regretted that
statement and wondered if I would have caused Anas more
or less hassle if I kept in touch. I wonder where he and his
family are today, as his country is riven by an increasingly
bloody civil war. His children would be 8 and 11.
The Middle Eastern cities where I once lived seem like
estranged friends with whom I don’t know how to become
reacquainted—and none more so than Damascus. As the
frayed edges of the Middle East now erupt in violence after
the initial elation of the Arab Spring, the Middle East I
knew has irrevocably changed. The price of revolution and
the Arab Spring is profound political instability in which a
slew of actors and organizations battle to grasp the reigns
of power. After the euphoria of revolution comes the slow
and messy business of establishing law and order, even as
organizations and individuals fight—sometimes bloodily—
to establish new regimes.
The Syrian opposition is a splintered constellation of
fighters with their own interests that run the gamut from
secularists to Islamists to extremists. The al-Nusra Front
pledges fealty to al-Qaeda. Hezbollah, itself backed by Iran,
backs Assad’s forces.
Both Assad’s regime and the rebel fighters have been
accused of using chemical weapons. While I have watched
some video coverage of the war, I will never be able to
watch the video of a rebel commander, identified as Khalid al-Hamad, who is also known as Abu Sakkar, mutilating the corpse of a government soldier, cutting out his
heart and liver or lung, and plunging his teeth into one
of the soldier’s internal organs. Sectarian violence has
metastasized into barbarity. All of Syria’s immediate neighbors—Turkey, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, and Israel—have
a stake in the future
of Syria, now awash
with weapons.
I watch Syria unravel and descend
further into chaotic
brutality that will
indelibly mark several generations of
Syrians. I am now
far away, comfortable, and safe —
a professor at the
University of Richmond. I try to explain
to my students the
magnitude and consequences of the

news they read and watch about Syria, and of the confluence of historical and political forces that have led
to these events, but sometimes it is impossible to explain
things from such a far distance. My students were young
children when the September 11th attacks occurred, and
so they have grown up in an America engaged in decadelong wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Most have not been
to the Middle East, and so the eruption of extraordinary
violence 10,000 kilometers away appears to many of
them as a sad event in a distant land. I experienced only
a flash of the irrational logic of the Syrian regime, and I
was spooked and I fled. Looking back at it now, the signs
of fear, anger, and violence were there for all of us to see
all along.
I will never know why the mukhabarat came for me.
Once I arrived safely at home in Tokyo and sat in my
childhood bedroom, I sifted through my memory of every
interaction I had in Syria for some clues. The bullying
broker who found my apartment had asked me if I was
Algerian, apropos of nothing, despite the fact that I told him
that I was Japanese. He said that my Arabic sounded like
I might be from Algeria, despite the fact that I was speaking the Egyptian dialect, and then bluntly declared that
I could not possibly be Japanese. A female employee at the
cell phone company where I unsuccessfully tried to purchase a 3G Internet modem inexplicably wrote her phone
number on a small piece of paper and asked me to call
her. A couple of American friends had visited me in Syria,
and perhaps we had appeared conspicuous as we traveled
happily around the country for a week. I had not even
properly started my research, which is about medieval texts,
and is centuries removed from the sensitive politics of the
modern Middle East.
Later, I spoke to a colleague who had also lived in Syria
about my misadventure with the mukhabarat. She told
me that she had been capriciously and implausibly told
in Damascus that her visa could not be renewed because
she was prohibited from entering Syria in the first place,
and that she had to leave the country that same day. I wondered whether I might have found myself in her position
if I had chosen to remain in Syria. I am content to never
know why the mukhabarat came for me, but I do know
they were watching.
In my last few hours in Syria, in the airport lounge of
Damascus International Airport, at midnight, several
President Bashar al-Assads stared down at me from massive and ubiquitous posters that papered the halls. “We’re
all with you!” the posters declared sinisterly. If those posters still hang on the walls of the airport, then those Bashar
al-Assads now gaze imperiously upon the frontlines as
rebel and government forces battle for control of the airport, which has since been pounded with mortar fire. A
couple of locals I knew had quoted me unsubstantiated
figures that the mukhabarat employed either one in six or
one in eight Syrians. I wondered who in the airport were
with al-Assad and were watching me. I wonder whether
they ever came back for Anas.

LOST IN
TRANSLATION
Despite a thriving
international program, Richmond for
many years offered
only basic instruction
in Arabic and too few
courses to offer minors
or concentrations
in Arabic or Middle
East studies. That has
changed. In spring
2013, there were seven
declared International Studies: Middle
East majors and 17
declared Arabic Studies minors, according
to the registrar. The
catalyst of the change
was a three-year
grant from the U.S.
Department of Education in 2008 that
allowed Richmond to
sustainably expand
its capabilities in
these fields. Hanaoka’s appointment in
2011 came amid an
expansion of course
offerings, faculty
workshops, summer
study abroad options,
and other initiatives
that have increased
opportunities for
students to study the
Arabic language as
well as the cultures,
politics, and religions
of the Middle East.

Mimi Hanaoka teaches Islam and Islamic history at the University
of Richmond. She is at work on a book about early Islamic identity
in Persia. Her current research focuses on local histories, dream theory, traditions of the Prophet Muhammad, and Persian and Arabic
historiography. This article was originally published May 20, 2013, by
Guernica (guernicamag.com).
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myself in the Arabic-speaking world. I hoped that living in
Damascus would be like living in Cairo, where my life as an
Arabic-speaking ex-pat in 2005 and 2006 was exhilarating
and mostly carefree. Fleeing the routine of life in New York,
I hoped to see my research and the world afresh.
On the first afternoon that I was installed in my Damascus apartment, I marveled at the city from my spacious
veranda. Perched at an elevation of over 2,000 feet, Damascus stretches out from the edge of the desert at the foot of Mt.
Qassioun, which forms one band of the Anti-Lebanon mountain range. My view overlooked the northern neighborhoods
of Salihiya, Muhajireen, and Rukn al-Din that sit nestled
on the eastern slopes of Mt. Qassioun. The sky was piercingly blue, and the air was brisk and dry. I was optimistic.
It’s strange now to think of Syria in this way—a respite.
The UN reported in February that almost 70,000 people
have been killed in Syria since it has been consumed by a
voracious civil war that began in March 2011, while the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights estimated in May that as
many as 120,000 people may have died. The UN counts over
1.5 million registered refugees who have fled their homes.
There are 4.25 million internally displaced people out of a
population of 20.82 million. It seems impossible that I once
lived in Damascus and strolled through areas like Sabaa
Bahrat Square, in which an enormous fountain sits ringed
by imposing government buildings and the Central Bank of
Syria, where people are now machine-gunned down in the
carnage of the civil war.
But Syria was a different place then, at least on the surface. And I arrived in Syria from Iran, where I had just
spent a month at a Persian language institute in Tehran
during the 30th anniversary of Iran’s Islamic Revolution,

MY CHEST TIGHTENED WITH FEAR
AS I RAN, SO I RETURNED HOME
AFTER ONLY A COUPLE OF MILES.
living in an eerie, semi-deserted scholar’s dormitory that
I shared with a Norwegian woman who showed up with
a suitcase full of tinned fish and photos of her boyfriend.
After a month of self-consciously adjusting my obligatory
headscarf in cities around Iran, sipping coffee in open-air
Damascene cafés felt liberating.
Then the mukhabarat came for me.
My landlord Anas knocked on my door early one afternoon
and confronted me with the news that the mukhabarat, or
secret police, had informed him that they were interested in
having a meeting about me. The mukhabarat are feared and
firmly entrenched institutions in many states of the modern
Middle East. Each nation has their own mukhabarat secret
police, but they all share a threatening familial resemblance.
President Bashar al-Assad, like his father before him, has
used the surveillance of the mukhabarat to maintain his
authoritarian grip.
Anas lived with his family in the apartment next door,
and I knew him as fastidious and mild-mannered. Almost
every time I saw Anas he wore a scab-colored sweatshirt
with the words “World’s Best Grandma!” sewn onto the fabric with soft white thread and festooned with fuzzy hearts.
Anas had already exchanged his festive uniform for a sober
button-down for his audience with the mukhabarat, and his
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face looked as bloodless as his dour shirt.
“I don’t even know who you are! Are you Algerian? French?
Japanese? Who are you, really?” Anas sputtered at me, his
voice increasingly shrill, as he quailed that the mukhabarat
were on their way.
“Why would you think I’m Algerian? Or French?” I asked,
baffled that I was suddenly being mistaken for a North African masquerading as a Japanese.
“People think you are Algerian. You’ll need proof that
you’re not French or Algerian. Please be prepared,” Anas
warned me cryptically, as he scurried back to his apartment
to wait for the mukhabarat’s arrival.
Anas told me it would be a couple hours before they
arrived, so I went for a jog to calm my jangled nerves. The
locals in the neighborhood were going about their daily business, but as I scanned the streets I wondered who among
them answered to the mukhabarat. My chest tightened with
fear as I ran, so I returned home after only a couple of miles.
There, I learned that the mukhabarat were already in Anas’s
apartment questioning him.
There was a loud pounding on my door. I rushed to answer
it. “Give me your passport!” my landlord demanded. When
I opened my mouth
to speak, Anas widened his eyes and
surreptitiously put
his index finger to
his lips. I tried to
catch a glimpse
of his apartment
through the open
door, but he shifted
and blocked my
view. He winked and then Anas mouthed “Thanks,” and
slammed my door in my face.
With my passport now surrendered, paranoia began to set
in. Maybe Anas was a member of the mukhabarat and this
was a well-practiced ruse. I considered the possibility that
my first experience of prison would be in Syria. At that time,
Roxana Saberi, an Iranian-Japanese American journalist,
was being held in Tehran’s notorious Evin Prison after being
arrested in January on suspicion of espionage. I did not want
to join her ranks.
I felt and looked like Mr. Bean, my ear desperately pressed
against my front door and all the walls that I shared with my
landlord, trying to hear what transpired on the other side.
The most I could hear was indistinct speech through my
front door, which faced Anas’s front door.
When I lived in Cairo, the frequent suggestions by locals
that multitudes of foreigners were Israeli Mossad agents, or
that the city was crawling with American spies, had struck
me as absurd. I had traveled to Iran, Jordan, Morocco, and
all over Egypt, and I had never been accused of anything.
Now, for the first time, I was suspected of lying about my
identity, and therefore my reason for being in Syria. I was
acutely aware that this was a serious accusation.
After a couple of hours, Anas returned with my passport.
His beautiful and much younger wife stood next to him in
the doorframe. He murmured an apology but refused to tell
me what had happened. His lovely, bath-robed wife tugged
at his sleeve.
“Thanks. Bye. Sorry,” Anas said. He looked shaken. He followed his wife back into their apartment and closed his door.
Paranoia morphed into crippling fear. I had a choice to stay
in Syria or to leave, but I knew that I was under surveillance
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for some unknown reason. In an attempt to allay my fears,
I called a friendly Syrian-German acquaintance in Damascus and explained what happened. He became instantly
concerned. “The mukhabarat keep us safe, because they’re
always watching. And listening. We have a saying in Syria—
do you know it? ‘Even the walls here have ears,’” he told me. I
wondered how the walls had misheard so ineptly to conclude
that I was an Algerian and also a spy.
Later that night, I lied and told Anas that I received an
emergency call from home about my mother’s health and had
to fly home to Tokyo immediately. Kind but flustered, Anas
helped me cram my two bags into a cab in the dark of night.
“I’ll probably come back soon. I’ll call you when I arrive
in Tokyo,” I reassured Anas. He probably knew that I was
unlikely to follow through on this, but he smiled and helped
me disappear into the Damascus night. I have regretted that
statement and wondered if I would have caused Anas more
or less hassle if I kept in touch. I wonder where he and his
family are today, as his country is riven by an increasingly
bloody civil war. His children would be 8 and 11.
The Middle Eastern cities where I once lived seem like
estranged friends with whom I don’t know how to become
reacquainted—and none more so than Damascus. As the
frayed edges of the Middle East now erupt in violence after
the initial elation of the Arab Spring, the Middle East I
knew has irrevocably changed. The price of revolution and
the Arab Spring is profound political instability in which a
slew of actors and organizations battle to grasp the reigns
of power. After the euphoria of revolution comes the slow
and messy business of establishing law and order, even as
organizations and individuals fight—sometimes bloodily—
to establish new regimes.
The Syrian opposition is a splintered constellation of
fighters with their own interests that run the gamut from
secularists to Islamists to extremists. The al-Nusra Front
pledges fealty to al-Qaeda. Hezbollah, itself backed by Iran,
backs Assad’s forces.
Both Assad’s regime and the rebel fighters have been
accused of using chemical weapons. While I have watched
some video coverage of the war, I will never be able to
watch the video of a rebel commander, identified as Khalid al-Hamad, who is also known as Abu Sakkar, mutilating the corpse of a government soldier, cutting out his
heart and liver or lung, and plunging his teeth into one
of the soldier’s internal organs. Sectarian violence has
metastasized into barbarity. All of Syria’s immediate neighbors—Turkey, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, and Israel—have
a stake in the future
of Syria, now awash
with weapons.
I watch Syria unravel and descend
further into chaotic
brutality that will
indelibly mark several generations of
Syrians. I am now
far away, comfortable, and safe —
a professor at the
University of Richmond. I try to explain
to my students the
magnitude and consequences of the

news they read and watch about Syria, and of the confluence of historical and political forces that have led
to these events, but sometimes it is impossible to explain
things from such a far distance. My students were young
children when the September 11th attacks occurred, and
so they have grown up in an America engaged in decadelong wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Most have not been
to the Middle East, and so the eruption of extraordinary
violence 10,000 kilometers away appears to many of
them as a sad event in a distant land. I experienced only
a flash of the irrational logic of the Syrian regime, and I
was spooked and I fled. Looking back at it now, the signs
of fear, anger, and violence were there for all of us to see
all along.
I will never know why the mukhabarat came for me.
Once I arrived safely at home in Tokyo and sat in my
childhood bedroom, I sifted through my memory of every
interaction I had in Syria for some clues. The bullying
broker who found my apartment had asked me if I was
Algerian, apropos of nothing, despite the fact that I told him
that I was Japanese. He said that my Arabic sounded like
I might be from Algeria, despite the fact that I was speaking the Egyptian dialect, and then bluntly declared that
I could not possibly be Japanese. A female employee at the
cell phone company where I unsuccessfully tried to purchase a 3G Internet modem inexplicably wrote her phone
number on a small piece of paper and asked me to call
her. A couple of American friends had visited me in Syria,
and perhaps we had appeared conspicuous as we traveled
happily around the country for a week. I had not even
properly started my research, which is about medieval texts,
and is centuries removed from the sensitive politics of the
modern Middle East.
Later, I spoke to a colleague who had also lived in Syria
about my misadventure with the mukhabarat. She told
me that she had been capriciously and implausibly told
in Damascus that her visa could not be renewed because
she was prohibited from entering Syria in the first place,
and that she had to leave the country that same day. I wondered whether I might have found myself in her position
if I had chosen to remain in Syria. I am content to never
know why the mukhabarat came for me, but I do know
they were watching.
In my last few hours in Syria, in the airport lounge of
Damascus International Airport, at midnight, several
President Bashar al-Assads stared down at me from massive and ubiquitous posters that papered the halls. “We’re
all with you!” the posters declared sinisterly. If those posters still hang on the walls of the airport, then those Bashar
al-Assads now gaze imperiously upon the frontlines as
rebel and government forces battle for control of the airport, which has since been pounded with mortar fire. A
couple of locals I knew had quoted me unsubstantiated
figures that the mukhabarat employed either one in six or
one in eight Syrians. I wondered who in the airport were
with al-Assad and were watching me. I wonder whether
they ever came back for Anas.

LOST IN
TRANSLATION
Despite a thriving
international program, Richmond for
many years offered
only basic instruction
in Arabic and too few
courses to offer minors
or concentrations
in Arabic or Middle
East studies. That has
changed. In spring
2013, there were seven
declared International Studies: Middle
East majors and 17
declared Arabic Studies minors, according
to the registrar. The
catalyst of the change
was a three-year
grant from the U.S.
Department of Education in 2008 that
allowed Richmond to
sustainably expand
its capabilities in
these fields. Hanaoka’s appointment in
2011 came amid an
expansion of course
offerings, faculty
workshops, summer
study abroad options,
and other initiatives
that have increased
opportunities for
students to study the
Arabic language as
well as the cultures,
politics, and religions
of the Middle East.

Mimi Hanaoka teaches Islam and Islamic history at the University
of Richmond. She is at work on a book about early Islamic identity
in Persia. Her current research focuses on local histories, dream theory, traditions of the Prophet Muhammad, and Persian and Arabic
historiography. This article was originally published May 20, 2013, by
Guernica (guernicamag.com).
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SP OTLIGHT

QUOTATION

VALUE

“When the state of Arizona forecasts
how many beds they need for their
prisons, they look to the number of
fourth graders who can read well.”

Family Matters
ON RUNNING
THE ALPS:
“After climbing my
way up to the top
of Mont Ventoux
in sweltering heat
amid herds of speedy
cyclists, I remembered
why I set out to do
this in the first place
and how good it feels
to simply accomplish
a goal or a dream or
any task you’ve set for
yourself, big or small.”

Applying to colleges can often be accompanied by pesky application fees. But Spiders
should take note: alumni with children or
stepchildren applying to Richmond are
eligible for an application fee waiver. Eligible
students simply need to select “Richmond
Waiver” in the payment portion of the
Common Application. Contact the Office of
Admission at 804-289-8640 with any questions or for more information.

ON TWO LEGS
Riding the Tour de France route is famously grueling. Imagine running it.

Zoë’s Run

In early August, Zoë Romano, ’09, finished her 2,115-mile run of the 2013 Tour de
France route. Last issue, she wrote about why she runs. It started as a way to see
Paris and continued with her making history as the first person to run the length
of the route. She ran the Corsica section, where cyclists started the 2013 Tour, last
and ran her final 90 miles in a single day. As of Aug. 12, she had also raised more
than $165,000 for Richmond-based World Pediatric Project.
34
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KELLY CORRIGAN, W’89 New York Times best-selling author and speaker at TEDxSonoma
County in Santa Rosa, Calif., in June. Her entire eight-minute talk is online
at youtu.be/_I_M0k-jubQ.
HISTORY

EVENTS

New York City: Spiders In Fashion
OCT. 16
Spiders have always enjoyed the finer fabrics
when it comes to style. And who can resist
couture and cocktails? Come listen to Urban
Outfitters CEO Tedford Marlow and build
community among Richmond’s alumni in
fashion and retail. Visit the New York City
regional group page for more details, and
register at alumni.richmond.edu.

HOMEWARD
BOUND
Homecoming at
Richmond traces
back to 1929. The
Collegian reported
from a trustees
meeting that “Malcolm U. Hill, executive
alumni secretary
and originator of the
Home-Coming Day
plan, was congratulated for his idea and
it was voted to make
the celebration an
annual event.”

SP OTLIGHT

Homecoming 2013
NOV. 1–3
It’s an 84-year-old tradition. Return to campus to celebrate Spider Football at Robins
Stadium. Kickoff against Albany is at 4 p.m
Saturday, Nov. 2. The weekend’s schedule
offers much more, and most importantly,
opportunities to catch up with your Spider
classmates and friends. Learn more at alumni.richmond.edu/homecoming.
Boston: Reception With Steve Kneeley
NOV. 20
Meet the man behind the University’s endowment. Since 2001, Spider Management Co.
has worked with the University and other
institutions to manage their endowments and
other investments. CEO Steve Kneeley, R’85,
continues to take his show on the road to talk
about their work with the University’s
endowment and other partner institutions.

ICEMAN
Jim and Algar’s
sister, Evelyn, was
also highly accomplished. She graduated Phi Beta Kappa
from Richmond and
earned a doctorate
in biochemistry at
Cornell University,
where she wrote two
theses and co-wrote
several papers with
her mentor, James
Sumner, recipient of
the 1946 Nobel Prize
in Chemistry for his
research on isolating
and crystallizing
enzymes. Evelyn later
taught at Middlebury
College and the College of New Rochelle.

The University of
Richmond Alumni
Association has
elected a new president, officers, and
membership.
BRETT WIGDORTZ,
’95 The 2013 Alumni Award for Distinguished Service
went to Wigdortz for
his work as founder
and CEO of Teach
First, an educational
charity that trains
and supports teachers who commit to
working in low-income communities
across the United
Kingdom. Wigdortz
also co-founded and
is a board member
of Teach For All,
an international
network of organizations promoting educational opportunity.

GAYLE GOODSON
BUTLER, W’73,
of Des Moines,
Iowa, will lead the
association, which
aims to promote
and foster alumni
relations with the
University through
programming and
events. Butler is editor-in-chief of Better
Homes and Gardens
magazine and executive vice president
and creative content
leader of Meredith
Corp.’s National
Media Group.

BREAKING THROUGH
Admiral Byrd’s fifth and final Antarctic expedition

Cold Storage
Two items caught the eye of James
R. Cosby, R’39, in our Spring/Summer
issue. Class secretary Lillian Jung,
W’42, wrote that she received a request
for information about Cosby’s late sister, Evelyn Cosby Jackson, W’42 (d.
1970), and “In Memoriam” noted the
passing of his brother, Algar H. Cosby,
R’53. Algar Cosby, we reported, was on
board Admiral Richard Byrd’s flagship
in Antarctica.
But that was just the tip of the iceberg. The elder Cosby wrote to share
a 1955 letter from his kid brother detailing his trials as an electronics officer on
Byrd’s final expedition to Antarctica to
help establish permanent bases on the
continent. Some excerpts:
U.S.S. WYANDOT at Sea
By now you no doubt are wondering how
the great “Deepfreeze Operation” is func-

tioning. Some of the news is good, other not
so good.
We did arrive on the 22nd of December
1955. The only excitement came with passing quite a few icebergs, which were as
large as the Central National Bank building lying on its side.
We soon became accustom to the known
phenomena that the sun would never set
until early spring.
We were able to see Little America #5 as
well as McMurdo Sound. L.A. #5 is a
barren ice shelf. Here the ice rises 150 feet
above sea level and perhaps goes down as
much as 800 feet below water. No chance of
it breaking due to heavy weight placed on
it! But the flat nothingness is a real headache. McMurdo Sound has quite more to
offer however.

JONATHAN ZUR,
’03 Zur was
honored with the
Tenth-Year Reunion
Recognition Award
from the Jepson
School for his work
as president and
CEO of the Virginia
Center for Inclusive
Communities, a
Richmond-based
nonprofit aimed at
combating prejudice
in schools, businesses, and communities. During Zur’s
tenure, programs
have increased by
more than 370
percent.

A.E. DICK
HOWARD, R’54
AND H’84 The
Virginia Holocaust Museum in
Richmond awarded
Howard its Legacy
of Nuremberg Award
for his contributions
shaping the constitutions of emerging
and reforming
nations. The award
highlights work that
reflects the ideals
of the Nuremberg
tribunals, and lauds
Howard’s global
contributions to
the rule of law as
contributing to the
prevention of crimes
against humanity.
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PORTRAIT
Maryland’s
Death Penalty
METHODS
Most executions
in Maryland’s
long history were
by hanging. A
gas chamber
was briefly used
before lethal
injection became
the primary method in 1994.
EXECUTIONS
Since the
death penalty’s
reinstatement in
1976, the state
has executed five
people.

In May, Maryland became the sixth state in six years to abolish the death
penalty. Andrea Hall, L’93, is one reason why.
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he said. “I figured that I had retired. It really wasn’t going to be of any benefit to me.”
Last year, the School of Professional
and Continuing Studies invited him to
an alumni event. And while Ford was
happy to be invited, he decided to
mention the missing certificate.
Armed with that story, Dean Jim
Narduzzi and his staff worked to surprise the 91-year-old Ford with a new
diploma shortly before commencement exercises for the School in May.

NUMBERS

REUNION 2014 Plans are already under way for next year’s festivities, May 30–June 1.
Here’s a look at some of the numbers from Reunion 2013.

9,739

648

65

Cupcakes served at the alumni picnic

Members inducted
into the F.W.
Boatwright Society

162

approximate number
of miles traveled by
Gray Bigler, ’08,
from Singapore

Members who
welcomed them
at D-hall

TAKE TWO
To celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the
School of Professional
and Continuing
Studies, alumni were
invited to don regalia
once more and walk
in with this year’s
graduating students.
Ford ended up both
with a diploma and
the chance to do what
he had missed years
earlier—to walk
at Commencement.
“I thought I was just
going to come receive
the thing and leave,”
Ford said. “I didn’t
realize everybody else
was there to receive
their degrees. It was
real nice.”

CIVILITY IN THE
DIGITAL AGE
ANDREA WECKERLE,
L’96
The Internet can
be an unforgiving
and ruthless place.
Weckerle, with
a background in
alternative dispute
resolution, wrote
this book to help.
In 2010, she founded the nonprofit
CiviliNation, which
aims to reduce
online hostility
and character
assassination.

MAKE THE BREAK
(IF YOU CAN)
REGINALD J.
EXTON, R’58
“It’s not a book
everyone should
read,” admits Exton,
a NASA scientist
for more than five
decades. He argues
that god and religion
are human constructs and offers
an alternative to
god-based religions
that captures “the
best parts of all
philosophies and
religions.”

BECOME A MAN
OF CONFI-DANCE
RAOUL WEINSTEIN,
R’61
“Wives may come
and go, but dancing
never leaves you,”
begins the fifth
chapter of Weinstein’s labor of love,
which explains why
all men should be
dancing. An accomplished ballroom
dancer, he’s been
going out on the
floor since age 15.

FURRY PAW,
MIDDLE CLAW
BARRY JACKSON,
B’75
This debut novel scratches the
surface of how feline
companions can
complicate our lives
in wonderful and
unexpected ways.
The story is inspired
by the life of its
author, who lives in
Morristown, N.J.,
with his wife, son,
and four cats.

Total attendees
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FIVE ALIVE
Maryland’s ban on
capital punishment is not
retroactive. Five
inmates remain
on its death row.

In May, an alum finally got the diploma
he earned. E.W. Ford Jr., C’78, couldn’t
make his 1978 graduation ceremony
from then-University College. His
career as an accountant with the railroad often called him away on travel,
and he assumed his diploma would
show up in the mail. It didn’t.
Thirty-five years passed, he retired,
and he didn’t dwell too much on the
missing piece of paper.
“I just never did get with them to get it,”

Age of oldest attendee

36

to be at the table and part of the decisionmaking process.”
Inspired by the Innocence Project and
other nonprofits working to exonerate wrongly
convicted criminals, Hall had moved from
the world of regulatory publishing to advocacy,
a field that she felt fit her skills as an attorney
and her passion as a person. After joining
Amnesty International’s statewide death penalty repeal efforts in May 2011, she worked
primarily from her Rockville, Md., home when
not lobbying state legislators and organizing

NO WOMEN
Since at least
1923, all of the
inmates executed
in Maryland have
been men.

A Degree Late

91

On her Facebook page, Andrea Hall, L’93,
posted a photo of herself with a small crowd
at the Maryland State House. To her right,
Gov. Martin O’Malley prepares to sign a bill
repealing the state’s death penalty, the
fruition of a hard push from the Maryland
death penalty repeal coalition, an alliance
of national and state organizations.
“In the group you had the NAACP, Maryland Citizens Against State Executions, the
ACLU, and much more.” Hall said. “Working with them was an amazing opportunity

key events. Now, she serves as Amnesty’s
death penalty abolition coordinator for the
mid-Atlantic region and monitors legislative
priorities in Maryland for a Unitarian Universalist group.
Hall traces her advocacy roots back to her
time as a student at Richmond Law, where
she and William “Pete” Musgrove co-founded
the Public Interest Law Association, which
helps fund summer fellowships for students
working in public interest work. She is
loquacious and thorough, a Texas native who
knows the power of preparation.
“I’m not going to go into these situations
fearful, because I’m going to know what
to expect,” she said. “I want to know the
facts and be able to defend my position with
those facts.”

A TIME TO CELEBRATE
Three decades of waiting didn’t diminish the joy of a diploma in hand.

1,938

The Advocate

TOUGHER
STANDARDS
Maryland nearly
nixed the death
penalty in 2009
but instead established tighter
restrictions.

ANDREA HALL, L’93 By Bryan Doyle

WON’T STOP
The permanence of
the death penalty
and past cases of
innocence drive
Hall’s continued
advocacy. She is now
a regional death
penalty abolition
coordinator for
Amnesty International’s midAtlantic region.

BOOKS

ACHIEVEMENT
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con-

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vul-

sectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam

putate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu

nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril dele-

volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud

nit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Nam liber

if appropriate, maiden name. For your children, please

exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip

tempor cum soluta nobis eleifend option congue nihil

include birth dates rather than ages. Photographs of

ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure

imperdiet doming id quod mazim placerat facer possim

alumni are also welcome and published as space allows.

dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie conse-

assum.

Please note that the magazine does not publish news of

quat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros

engagements or pregnancies. Information may take up to

et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent

two issues to publish.

luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla

We welcome your news. Send information to your class
secretary or directly to the magazine at classconnections@
richmond.edu. Or you may mail it to the magazine at
Puryear Hall 200 • 28 Westhampton Way • University of
Richmond, VA 23173. Please include your class year and,

facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adip-

sectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam

The magazine uses undergraduate degree designations for

iscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

graduates through 1992, and law, graduate, and honorary

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi

degree designations for all years.
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University
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Magazine
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GC Graduate School of Professional and Continuing Studies

putate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu

consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at

GB Richard S. Reynolds Graduate School of Business

feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto

vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blan-

H Honorary Degree

odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril dele-

dit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore

L School of Law

nit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Nam liber

te feugait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,

R Richmond College

tempor cum soluta nobis eleifend option congue nihil

consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh

imperdiet doming id quod mazim placerat facer possim

euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

trud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut

Class notes are available only in
assum.
the
print edition. To submit your
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit,
nonummycontact
nibh euismod
tincidunt
news sed
anddiam
photos,
your
ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi
class
secretary
ornostrud
emailexerci
ustation
at ullaenim
ad minim
veniam, quis
mcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
classconnections@richmond.edu.
consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendre-

aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum

rit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum

nit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Nam liber

iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie

dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan

tempor cum soluta nobis eleifend option congue nihil

consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at

et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum

imperdiet doming id quod mazim placerat facer possim

vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blan-

zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.

assum.

dit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit,

te feugait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,

sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet

consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh

dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.

W Westhampton College
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt
ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam

erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nos-

euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip
ex ea commodo consequat.
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volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip
ex ea commodo consequat.
Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu
feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto
odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril dele-
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam
nonummy

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam

nibh

euismod

tincidunt

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud

nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure

volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud

dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie conse-

feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto

exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip

quat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros

odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril dele-

ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure

et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent

nit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Nam liber

dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse

luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu

tempor cum soluta nobis eleifend option congue nihil
imperdiet doming id quod mazim placerat facer possim
assum.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit, sed diam nonummy nibh

’49

facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiLorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con-

scing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut

sectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam

laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim

nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vul-

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con-

exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip

putate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu

sectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam

ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure

feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto

nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie conse-

odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril dele-

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam

quat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros

nit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Nam liber

erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nos-

et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent

tempor cum soluta nobis eleifend option congue nihil

trud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut

luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla

imperdiet doming id quod mazim placerat facer possim

aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum

facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adip-

assum.

iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie

iscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipisc-

consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi

ing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

vero eros

enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ulla-

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi

mcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo

enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ulla-

consequat.

mcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo

’46
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con-
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BACK THEN
WDCE By Paul Brockwell Jr.
Greatest Hits

DIALED DOWN There were rules: No repeats. No overlapping. And, to paraphrase, no crap.
“We took such pride in getting those stickers up there,” says Mike Clifford, ’01,
a former WDCE station manager. “No matter what the sticker was, we would find a place
on the wall and slap it up there.” The wall in the radio station’s office was so iconic for
Clifford that his former co-host and groomsman, Brett Morgan, ’01, arranged a wedding
day photo for them in their old digs.
Five years ago, the station relocated from the third floor of the Commons to the basement
in North Court. The inner sanctum where students ran the station, loved music, and launched
careers now sits inconspicuously behind a mahogany door at the back of a pale green meeting
room. The last vestiges are the hundreds of stickers brightening up storage space for hula
hoops, Halloween decorations, and plastic tubs that offer little hint of the room’s former glory.
40

The Collegian
hails the
advent of “radia
activities” at the
Science Hall.

1922

WCRC goes live,
but just in the
dorms.

1960

WDCE-FM
broadcasts in
FM from the new
Commons.

1977

Online streaming
began but was
very unreliable.
Listen clearly
today at wdce.org.
The station
relocates to the
basement of
North Court.

c a.
1999

2008
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consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendre-

iscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam,

rit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.

quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis

dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan
et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum
zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut

’53

nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con-

vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse

sectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam

molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla fac-

nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

ilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

blandit praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore

volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud

te feugait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci

exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip

consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh

tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea

ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure

euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat

commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor

dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie conse-

volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud

in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat,

quat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros

exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip

vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et

et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent

ex ea commodo consequat.

accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent

luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vul-

luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla

facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipi-

putate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu

facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adip-

scing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut

feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto

iscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim

odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril dele-

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.

ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper

nit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Nam liber

suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

imperdiet doming id quod mazim placerat facer possim

trud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut
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tempor cum soluta nobis eleifend option congue nihil

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vul-

laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.

’52

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam

putate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu

assum.

feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipisc-

odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril dele-

ing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

nit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Nam liber

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi

tempor cum soluta nobis eleifend option congue nihil

enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ulla-

aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum

imperdiet doming id quod mazim placerat facer possim

mcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo

iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie

assum.

consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendre-

nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt
ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam

erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nos-

tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea

Class notes are available only in
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, conthe print edition.
Toadipiscing
submitelit,your
sectetuer
sed diam
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt
news and photos,
contact your
ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam
class
secretary
emailveniam,
us at
erat volutpat.
Ut wisi enimor
ad minim
quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut
classconnections@richmond.edu.
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum

commodo consequat.

iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie

tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea

consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at
vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit
praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.
Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci
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rit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum
dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan
et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum
zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.
Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci

Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vul-

consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at

commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor

putate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu

vero eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit

in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat,

feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan et iusto

praesent luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feu-

vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et

odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum zzril dele-

gait nulla facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec-

accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent

nit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi. Nam liber

tetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod

luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla

tempor cum soluta nobis eleifend option congue nihil

tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.

facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adip-

imperdiet doming id quod mazim placerat facer possim
assum.

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci
tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea

iscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt
ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipisc-

commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci

ing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat,

tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi

vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et

commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor

enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ulla-

accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent

in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat,

mcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo

luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla

vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et

consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendre-

facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adip-

accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent

rit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum

iscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla

dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et accumsan

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.

facilisi.

et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent luptatum

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipisc-

zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla facilisi.

tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea

ing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing

commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi

elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut

in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat,

enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ulla-

laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat.

vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et

mcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo

Ut wisi enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci

accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent

consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendre-

tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea

luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla

rit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum

commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor

facilisi.

dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at.

in hendrerit in vulputate velit esse molestie consequat,
vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero eros et
accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit praesent
luptatum zzril delenit augue duis dolore te feugait nulla
facilisi. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adip-
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscLorem ipsum dolor sit amet,

ing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt

consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed

ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi

diam nonummy nibh euismod

enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ulla-

tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna

mcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea commodo
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SO, WHAT’S YOUR MAJOR?

THREADS

U N I V E R S I T Y of R I C H M O N D

Arts
Management

Arts
Management

Music

Neuroscience

Biochemistry
and
Molecular
Biology

Marketing

Chemistry
Computer
Science

Biology

Dance

Cognitive
Science

Mathematics

French and
International
Business

Marketing
Management

Italian and
International
Business

International
Business

German and
International
Business
Accounting

Teacher
Education

Medieval
and
Renaissance
Studies

Archaeology

Physics

Integrated
Science

CROSSMAJORS

Mathematical
Economics

Art History

Economics
International
Business

Accounting

Finance

Management

Business
Economics
Administration

Economics

Finance

Chinese and
International
Business
International
Business

Arts
Management

Law and
the Liberal
Arts

Arts
Management

Marketing
Management

Criminal
Justice

Latin
American and
Iberian Studies
and International
Business

Studio Art
Education
and
Society

Africa

International
Economics

Economics

Asia

Finance

OF BUSINESS

Economics

Social Justice

Modern
Europe

International
Studies

AND SCIENCES

Religious
Leadership

World Politics
and
Dipolamcy

Creative
Writing

Psychology

Political
Leadership
Leadership
Ethics

Leadership
Studies

Law and
Leadership

JEPSON SCHOOL

Sociology

Interdisciplinary
Studies

Psychology
of Leadership

Middle
East

Neuroscience

Film
Studies

Accounting

Latin
America

LusoBrazilian
Studies

SCHOOL OF ARTS

American
Studies

ROBINS SCHOOL

Organizational
Leadership

OF LEADERSHIP

Japanese

STUDIES

International
Leadership

Gender
and
Leadership

Self-designed

Arabic
Studies

Journalism

Philosophy,
Politics,
Economics
and Law

Economics

Rhetoric
and
Communication
Studies

Women,
Gender, and
Sexuality
Studies

Politics

Philosophy

Linguistics

MAJOR DECISIONS
Richmond offers at least 22,351 possible
combinations of majors, double majors,
minors, and concentrations (a figure we
needed the help of Kathy Hoke, associate
professor of mathematics, to calculate).

Latin

Greek

French
Classical
Civilization

Emergency
Management

English

Philosophy

SCHOOL OF
PROFESSIONAL

Comparative
Literature

Theatre

AND CONTINUING

Psychology

Chinese
Studies

Jewish
Studies

Latin American
and
Iberian Studies

Italian
Studies

Religious
Studies

Political
Science

STUDIES

History
Sociology

KEY
Major
Major and Minor

Art

Geography
Environmental
Studies

Medieval and
Renaissance
Studies

Arts
Management

Information
Systems

Human
Resource
Management

Anthropology
German
Studies

Paralegal
Studies

History

Healthcare
and
Society

Liberal Arts

Minor

Women’s
Studies

Russian
Studies

Literature

IT
Management
American
Studies

Speech
Communica-

Education

Degree
Concentration
Combined
Major Option

SO, WHAT’S YOUR MAJOR?

THREADS

U N I V E R S I T Y of R I C H M O N D

Arts
Management

Arts
Management

Music

Neuroscience

Biochemistry
and
Molecular
Biology

Marketing

Chemistry
Computer
Science

Biology

Dance

Cognitive
Science

Mathematics

French and
International
Business

Marketing
Management

Italian and
International
Business

International
Business

German and
International
Business
Accounting

Teacher
Education

Medieval
and
Renaissance
Studies

Archaeology

Physics

Integrated
Science

CROSSMAJORS

Mathematical
Economics

Art History

Economics
International
Business

Accounting

Finance

Management

Business
Economics
Administration

Economics

Finance

Chinese and
International
Business
International
Business

Arts
Management

Law and
the Liberal
Arts

Arts
Management

Marketing
Management

Criminal
Justice

Latin
American and
Iberian Studies
and International
Business

Studio Art
Education
and
Society

Africa

International
Economics

Economics

Asia

Finance

OF BUSINESS

Economics

Social Justice

Modern
Europe

International
Studies

AND SCIENCES

Religious
Leadership

World Politics
and
Dipolamcy

Creative
Writing

Psychology

Political
Leadership
Leadership
Ethics

Leadership
Studies

Law and
Leadership

JEPSON SCHOOL

Sociology

Interdisciplinary
Studies

Psychology
of Leadership

Middle
East

Neuroscience

Film
Studies

Accounting

Latin
America

LusoBrazilian
Studies

SCHOOL OF ARTS

American
Studies

ROBINS SCHOOL

Organizational
Leadership

OF LEADERSHIP

Japanese

STUDIES

International
Leadership

Gender
and
Leadership

Self-designed

Arabic
Studies

Journalism

Philosophy,
Politics,
Economics
and Law

Economics

Rhetoric
and
Communication
Studies

Women,
Gender, and
Sexuality
Studies

Politics

Philosophy

Linguistics

MAJOR DECISIONS
Richmond offers at least 22,351 possible
combinations of majors, double majors,
minors, and concentrations (a figure we
needed the help of Kathy Hoke, associate
professor of mathematics, to calculate).

Latin

Greek

French
Classical
Civilization

Emergency
Management

English

Philosophy

SCHOOL OF
PROFESSIONAL

Comparative
Literature

Theatre

AND CONTINUING

Psychology

Chinese
Studies

Jewish
Studies

Latin American
and
Iberian Studies

Italian
Studies

Religious
Studies

Political
Science

STUDIES

History
Sociology

KEY
Major
Major and Minor

Art

Geography
Environmental
Studies

Medieval and
Renaissance
Studies

Arts
Management

Information
Systems

Human
Resource
Management

Anthropology
German
Studies

Paralegal
Studies

History

Healthcare
and
Society

Liberal Arts

Minor

Women’s
Studies

Russian
Studies

Literature

IT
Management
American
Studies

Speech
Communica-

Education

Degree
Concentration
Combined
Major Option
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HOMECOMING
WEEKEND
11.1–3.2013

SAVE THE DATE FOR A FALL WEEKEND AT YOUR ALMA MATER!

• Richmond Spiders vs. Albany Great Danes football game at Robins Stadium
• Sneak peek of the Robins Center renovations
• Homecoming bonfire with Danny Rocco, head football coach
• Pregame tailgate
• Career advising appointments for alumni

V O L U M E
7 6 ,
N U M B E R

Online registration is now open. | For the complete schedule of events and registration, go to alumni.richmond.edu/events/homecoming. | #SpiderHomecoming
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AND THEN
THE MUKHABARAT
CAME FOR ME
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